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Abstract
The galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF) has been well measured by the Galaxy
And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey down to a mass of M∗ = 108 M. Below this
mass the values produced so far can only be taken as lower limits on the distribution.
One source of this incompleteness is failing to account for undetected low-surface-
brightness galaxies (LSBGs) within the fields observed. These galaxies have been
known about for some time, however, taking a true census of their population is diffi-
cult because of the biases associated with their detection in large surveys. The focus of
this thesis is to improve the census of these objects and to try and apply those results
to the low-mass end of the GSMF.
First the SDSS data used to create the original GAMA catalogues is re-examined for
low-surface brightness galaxies (LSBGs). To accomplish this SDSS DR7 imaging
was used and a specialised detection algorithm created. This was based on masking
sources detected with SDSS PHOTO, combining the gri images with a weighting that
maximises the signal-to-noise (SNR), and smoothing the images. These were then run
through a detection algorithm which finds all pixels above a set threshold and groups
them based on their proximity to one another. The list of detections is cleaned of
contaminants such as diffraction spikes and the faint wings of masked objects. This
produces a final list of 343 newly discovered LSBGs. Measuring their g− i and J−K
colours shows that most are likely to be at redshifts less than 0.15. The photometry is
carried out using a flexible auto aperture for each detection giving surface brightness
measurements of µr > 23.7 mag arcsec−2 and r-band magnitudes of rAUTO & 20 mag.
Through this method we show there are at least 343 new LSBGs within the GAMA
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fields, however none of these galaxies are bright enough to be within the GAMA main
survey limit.
It was noticed during the previous work that the detected LSBGs were all visible in
VIKING Z-band data, and so it was decided to run a more traditional detection al-
gorithm over these data to increase the number of LSBGs detected. This could then
be used to create a new GSMF based on the deeper Z-band imaging. By using this
imaging it will be possible to detect many more faint galaxies than previously and also
increase the depth to which surface brightness can be effectively probed. The three
GAMA equatorial regions have had mosaics created from the Z-band imaging which
are searched using SOURCE EXTRACTOR (SEXTRACTOR) and catalogues of detec-
tions are made. These are then compared to the original GAMA catalogues to remove
duplicate detections and identify any possible new ones. Criteria are then applied to
the source lists to remove any stars or objects which are either not galaxies or artefacts.
This then leaves only likely galaxies in the catalogue to be used. The next stage is to
create the GSMF based on the data collected, through applying corrections for the vol-
ume searched, and the spectroscopic completeness of the objects after they have been
binned in g − i, J −K, and apparent magnitude. The GSMF created is compared to
previous versions, namely that from Baldry et al. (2012), and a rise in the number den-
sity at masses of M∗ ≤ 108 M is shown. These can still only be thought of as lower
limits however as improvement to the imaging can still be made in future surveys.
With a full catalogue obtained using the VIKING Z-band it was decided to revisit the
detection algorithm developed in Chapter 2. A pilot study was undertaken to both test
the validity of the method, and the suitability of the VIKING images for further study.
Whilst applying the detection algorithm to the data improved the ability to detect low
surface brightness features within the images, no new galaxies were discovered over
the pilot study area of 0.75 deg2. This method applied to the Z-band data, even over
the full area, is unlikely to lead to large numbers of new LSBGs.
This work has shown that there are still LSBGs in the field to be discovered. The result
of finding new LSBGs has been to raise the measurement of the GSMF at low masses,
further constraining the number of low mass galaxies in the Universe.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Most galaxy surveys to date have been limited by a combination of apparent magni-
tude and surface brightness (SB) constraints. This has led to an over-representation
of bright, high-SB galaxies compared to a true, volume-limited sample. Such lim-
ited samples have been used to construct our picture of galaxy types, e.g. the Hubble
Tuning Fork (Hubble, 1926). However the majority of galaxies are, in fact, low mass
dwarfs (M∗ ≤ 108.5M) (Karachentsev et al., 2004; Driver et al., 2005; Baldry et al.,
2012), which often do not fit neatly into the ‘tuning fork’: irregulars (Hubble, 1926; de
Vaucouleurs, 1959), little blue spheroids (Kelvin et al., 2014a), blue compact dwarfs
(Zwicky & Zwicky, 1971) and dwarf spheroidals (Shapley, 1938) are some examples.
ΛCDM dark matter simulations have been used to try to determine how many low
mass galaxies there could be compared to the overall population of galaxies. These
simulations when compared to observations showed a discrepancy. This is known as
the substructure problem (Moore et al., 1999) which can be characterised in two dis-
tinct ways. The first is by the observed deficiency of the number of observed satellites,
around the Milky Way in particular, compared to the number of sub-halos predicted by
models (Klypin et al., 1999; Moore et al., 1999). The second deals with the discrep-
ancy between the predicted number of halos and observed galaxies on a cosmological
scale (e.g., Peebles, 2001). There has been work towards solving this problem in the
Local Group with the discovery of dwarf galaxies around the Milky Way (Gilmore
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2et al., 2007; Irwin et al., 2007; Walsh, Jerjen & Willman, 2007; Belokurov et al., 2010)
and M31 (Ibata et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2009; Richardson et al., 2011; Martin et al.,
2013b). They have not, however, been discovered in the numbers expected from sim-
ulation.
Most dwarf systems have intrinsically lower surface brightnesses than their higher
mass counterparts (Kormendy, 1985; Baldry, Glazebrook & Driver, 2008). A loose
definition has been placed in the literature for central surface brightness of low-surface-
brightness galaxies (LSBGs) of µcentral,B ≥ 23 mag arcsec−2 (Impey & Bothun, 1997).
This surface brightness makes them difficult to detect against the sky and leads to de-
tection biases (Disney, 1976). There is also the problem of the environment the galax-
ies populate, often requiring a different detection method based on the environment the
galaxy exists in. The following sections will detail the different techniques and some
of the current efforts to search for these LSBGs across all environments.
Historically many studies have used the central surface brightness, denoted here as
µcentral,filter. In this study we will be using the mean surface brightness within a half
light aperture also known as the effective surface brightness, denoted as µfilter. As a
comparison to the limit from Impey & Bothun (1997), converting between µcentral,B
and µB assuming an exponential profile a conversion factor of 1.1 is applied meaning
the limit is µB > 24.1 mag arcsec−2. The filters used in this thesis are the r and Z
bands from SDSS and VIKING respectively. Given typical colours of B − r = 0.5 &
B − Z = 1.0 means that one would expect that, approximately, LSBGs would have
µr ∼ 23.5 and µZ ∼ 23.
1.1 Galaxy Classification
The most well used and well known galaxy classification system was developed by
Hubble (1926). His system was to create a simple “tuning fork” type diagram to clas-
sify galaxies, starting at early type (Elliptical galaxies) and moving to late type (Spiral
and Irregular galaxies). The tuning fork structure comes from the separation in the
3system between barred and unbarred spirals. The system ranks from late type to early
type galaxies. It ranks the differences between systems using letters, to denote ellipti-
cal (E), spiral (S) and spiral barred (SB). Hubble then assigned ranks to the different
types, such that E galaxies were given a number of 0 - 7 representing circular to highly
elliptical respectively. For the S and SB types he gave a ranking of a - c representing
a decreasing bulge-to-disk ratio and also tightly wound spirals to loosely wound spiral
arms. A fourth class of objects was included to cover the Irregular (Irr) systems which
had shapes that could not be easily sorted into one of the common classes listed above.
An intermediate galaxy was added by Hubble known as a lenticular or S0 galaxy to
be able to more fluidly move from E to S/SB galaxies. This galaxy had a large bright
central bulge like an E type but also had a disk-like structure around it like an S type.
At the time this was a theoretical idea to join the two ends of the tuning fork however
through photometric surveys the S0 type was confirmed to exist (Sandage, 1975).
A further category was added by Shapley & Paraskevopoulos (1940) to include an Sd
and SBd type galaxy which included irregular structures in the original diagram. This
label was used and further extended by de Vaucouleurs (1959) in his version of the
Hubble sequence which also contains transition stages between barred and unbarred
spirals. The main aim of this system was to effectively reduce the bin size of the
classifications by combining the labels to create extra transitional states between the
different classifications, so for instance instead of moving straight from Sa to Sb you
would have a transitional state of Sab. The extension of the Sd class was to include
Magellanic type galaxies before the Irr types within the system, after spiral structure
had been found in the Large Magellanic Cloud (de Vaucouleurs, 1955).
A further addition to this system was made by van den Bergh (1960) who added a
luminosity classification from I − V at each type to separate high luminosity systems
from low luminosity systems with the same morphological structure. It has been found
that there are no Sa or Sb low luminosity systems. This is due to low luminosity
galaxies almost exclusively having morphologies which are categorised as S0 or Sc -
Irr (Kormendy, 1982).
The classification of these systems in this way is important as it can give an idea of the
4formation histories of galaxies, for instance a bright central bulge is likely evidence
of a history of large mergers in the system (Roberts & Haynes, 1994). Dwarf field
galaxies generally fall into the category of Irregular galaxies in these systems, due to
their undefined morphology compared to their higher mass counterparts.
1.2 Dwarf Galaxies
A galaxy is considered a dwarf in the literature when it meets a certain set of criteria.
These are mainly based on the luminosity or mass. The first of these parameters, that
of luminosity, has been historically defined as a galaxy with an absolute magnitude
fainter than−16 (Hodge, 1971), however some now consider the limit to be fainter than
MB = −18 (van Zee, 2000). Dwarf galaxies are also defined using stellar masses; this
definition is more physically motivated than for the luminosity limits with a maximum
of M∗ ≤ 108 M (Kirby et al., 2013). It is also observed that dwarf galaxies have an
intrinsically low surface brightness compared to their higher luminosity or higher mass
counterparts (Binggeli, 1994).
In the original Hubble (1926) classification system, dwarf galaxies fall under the S0, Sc
and Irr classifications, but by applying de Vaucouleurs (1959) extensions to the system
many will then fall into the Sd, Sm, and Im classes where they can be further separated.
This is due in part to the low luminosities of these systems as any intermediate galaxy
classifications have large, bright central bulges with spiral structure, which the dwarf
population does not have.
The most common types of dwarf galaxy are known as dwarf elliptical (dE), dwarf
spheroidal (dSph) and dwarf irregular (dIrr). Dwarf elliptical galaxies are generally
found in clusters and dwarf spheroidals are generally found in close proximity to larger
galaxies. Because of this they have both been through, generally, the same evolutionary
history and therefore have similar structure. Because of this these two populations are
usually put together in the same category, in which case they are known as dwarf
spheroidals (Kormendy, 1982).
5dSph and dIrr galaxy types are generally found in different environments in the Uni-
verse. dSph galaxies are found gravitationally bound to larger systems, dIrr are found
more in the field away from other systems (Grebel, 2001; Blanton et al., 2005a). These
differing environments mean that the galaxies will experience different formation and
evolutionary histories. dSph galaxies, will have been affected by tidal effects and ram
pressure stripping, stripping the satellite galaxy of its gas and dust through interac-
tion with a host galaxy or intra cluster medium, due to their proximity to a larger host
galaxy. This means they will have little to no gas contained within the system and
will therefore have old stellar populations with no star formation taking place within
the galaxy (Grebel, 2001). dIrr galaxies have not been exposed to these environments
as they form in isolation, so their formation will have been shaped by processes such
as supernova feedback (Ferrara & Tolstoy, 2000) or reionization (Hoeft et al., 2006).
Because of the lack of gas stripping they will have more gas and so host some star
formation (Gallagher & Hunter, 1986).
1.3 Hierarchical Formation
White & Rees (1978), noted that the dominant method of galaxy formation in the
universe was through a hierarchical process, where small systems merge together over
cosmological time scales to form the large galaxies we see today. The first part of this
galaxy formation is the collapse of dark matter into low mass halos. This is where the
first galaxies were able to form as baryonic matter falls into the potential wells created
by these dark matter halos, and cools to a point where star formation can occur. It has
been shown with the use of cold dark matter (CDM) models of the universe that these
structures formed together to create complex webs and filaments which interconnect.
This has formed the large scale structure which is seen today (Benson, 2010).
The cold dark matter theory of structure formation is a prescription for what the Uni-
verse as a whole is made of, commonly known as ΛCDM. Λ is used to show that dark
energy is the dominant part of the Universe making up some 70% of it. The rest of
the matter content of the Universe is split between cold dark matter (25%) and baryons
6(5%) (Planck Collaboration et al., 2016). This has been established for over a decade
using both observation and simulation.
The observational evidence in support of a ΛCDM universe, and in turn a hierarchi-
cal formation mechanism for galaxies comes from the observation of the cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) and of large scale structure. The CMB provides precise
constraints on the ΛCDM model with observations from COBE (Smoot et al., 1992),
WMAP (Bennett et al., 2013), and now Planck (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014).
This shows that the power spectrum of fluctuations is consistent with a spatially flat
ΛCDM universe which implies hierarchical formation. Observations of the galaxy
power spectrum using 2dF data (Cole et al., 2005) and SDSS (Tegmark et al., 2004)
show stronger clustering on smaller scales, which is consistent with cold dark mat-
ter being the dominant mass component in the Universe. It has also been shown that
galaxy clustering within a hot dark matter (HDM) simulation compared to a CDM
model is incompatible with observations from galaxy redshift surveys (Davis et al.,
1985). Further confirmation has also been found through the comparison of the ob-
served merger rates of galaxy haloes and merger rates within CDM simulations match-
ing to a high degree (Frenk et al., 1985; Lotz et al., 2011).
Whilst it is hard in most cases to measure the total mass of typical systems, it is more
straightforward to measure stellar mass. The light emitted from the system reflects the
total stellar content rather than the total mass of the system. Stellar masses are typically
estimated by fitting a model to a spectral energy distribution, and applying the mass
to light ratio from the model to the observed luminosity. This means that one of the
key diagnostics is the galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF), which is a measure of the
number of galaxies as a function of stellar mass. The form of the GSMF can give a
good indication of how galaxies have evolved and formed together over time (Baldry
et al., 2012).
71.4 Galaxy Stellar Mass Function
The first step in measuring the GSMF is to measure the Galaxy Luminosity Function
(GLF) which measures the number of galaxies per luminosity bin per unit volume.
Until the development of CCDs the GLF had been measured mostly in the B-band
(Felten, 1977; Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann, 1988; Loveday et al., 1992). However
since their invention and continued use in astronomy, it has been possible to measure
the low redshift GLF in great detail in all visible bands (Brown et al., 2001; Blanton
et al., 2003). Extensions of CCD technology have pushed these measurements into
further areas of the electromagnetic spectrum such as IR detectors for measuring near-
IR bands (Cole et al., 2001; Kochanek et al., 2001) which follow the shape of the
GSMF more closely.
The GSMF is an important diagnostic when it comes to understanding the formation
of the universe. It is one of the key tools used in checking the consistency of simula-
tions with observations. In order to ensure that they are representative of the observed
universe, simulations must be ‘tuned’ to reflect the currently accepted number densi-
ties of galaxies as a function of stellar mass within the simulated volume. Tuning will
often take the form of varying the efficiency of feedback mechanisms within the
simulation as this is not a parameter which can naturally be derived from first
principles. While simulations are tuned to match the global GSMF, they can be tested
using other distribution measurements such as the GSMF for different morphological
types of galaxy (Kelvin et al., 2014b).
1.4.1 Schechter Function
The GSMF has been shown to be well fitted with a double Schechter function (Schechter,
1976), which can be described with a single value for the break mass (M∗) (Baldry,
Glazebrook & Driver, 2008; Pozzetti et al., 2010) and takes the form:
φMdM = e−M/M∗
[
φ∗1
(M
M∗
)α1
+ φ∗2
(M
M∗
)α2] dM
M∗ (1.1)
8where φMdM is the number density of galaxies with mass betweenM andM+dM,
where α1 and α2 determine the shape of the curve, and φ∗1 and φ
∗
2 are normalisation
constants to be applied to the fit. For low redshift populations of galaxies observations
show thatM∗ has a value between 1010.6 and 1011 M.
The double Schechter Function is an expansion of the original Schechter Function with
an extra additional term to account for a change in slope at low masses. Originally
the form of the function was based on observations of only higher mass/luminosity
systems and were not sensitive to the change in slope at low masses. The original
Schechter function is a single power law with an exponential cutoff above L∗. The
double Schechter function allows for the sum of two power laws with an exponential
cutoff as before. A more negative α value in the second addition term, as in equation
1.1, means that the second power law will dominate over the first function at low
masses.
There have been suggestions for why this is the form this distribution should take.
The most revealing was that proposed by Peng et al. (2010). In their model, all star-
forming (SF) galaxies have a near constant specific star-formation rate (SFR) which
is modelled as a function of epoch. SF galaxies are then turned into passive galaxies
through either mass quenching or environmental quenching where the probability of
a galaxy becoming passive through mass quenching is proportional to its SFR. This
means that high mass galaxies more naturally transition into passive galaxies than low
mass galaxies. This process gives a double Schechter fit for passive galaxies, and a
single Schechter fit for SF galaxies. The two functions have different power law slopes
at the high mass end so that passive galaxies dominate here. It was shown by Baldry
et al. (2012), using the GAMA data, that this model fits with the observations and leads
to a double Schechter fit for the overall population.
1.4.2 Creating the GSMF
The GLF is binned and the value of each bin is determined as the sum of the values
in the bin, these are defined as 1/Vmax (Schmidt, 1968; Felten, 1977). Vmax describes
9the comoving volume slice over which the galaxy could be observed within the survey
limits. Calculating 1/Vmax then gives the fractional contribution of the galaxy to the
overall number density over the survey area within the defined bin. To calculate the
Vmax value a well determined redshift is required, as the redshift is a good determina-
tion for the radial distance of an object from the observer and so this value can be used
to determine a ‘luminosity distance’ (DL, Hogg, 1999), in parsecs to the target. From
this the distance modulus (DM) of the target object can be calculated using:
m−M = 5 log10
(
DL
10pc
)
(1.2)
where m −M is the DM. With this calculated it is then possible to determine what
the maximum DM would be for an individual object given the magnitude limit on the
survey being used:
DMlimit = DM +ms −m (1.3)
where DMlimit is the maximum DM, DM is the distance modulus calculated from
equation 1.2, ms is the magnitude limit applied to the survey, and m is the apparent
magnitude of the target object. With this calculated it is a simple task to reverse the
processes above to find the maximum redshift (zmax) at which the target object could be
observed within the survey’s magnitude limits. Where necessary equation 1.3 must be
modified to account for the differential k-correction of the object, that is the difference
between the actual k-correction applied to the galaxy and the k-correction which would
be applied at the maximum detectable redshift for the system. This can then be used
to calculate Vmax for the target object:
Vmax =
(
DL,limit
1 + zmax
)3
× 1
3
× Ω (1.4)
where DL,limit is the calculated limit of the luminosity distance at the limit of the
survey measurements, zmax is the maximum redshift clipped at the maximum survey
redshift limit, and Ω is the solid angle of the survey being used.
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However this method can lead to distortions of the GLF if there are large variations
in the number density of galaxies versus redshift (Efstathiou, Ellis & Peterson, 1988;
Cole, 2011). For instance if there is an overdensity in the lower redshift region of the
survey where it will be more sensitive to low mass galaxies, then the contribution to
the respective bin will be larger due to the higher number of galaxies. It is important,
therefore, to be able to correct for these effects. The density corrected Vmax, V ′max
accounts for this change of density by correcting the amount each galaxy contributes
to its respective bin. The importance of using this correction is shown well in Baldry
et al. (2012). Using the GAMA data in the three equatorial regions of the sky it was
shown how not taking into account the density change in these different environments
creates three different GSMFs. Once a density correction is applied to the different
regions it was shown how the GSMFs become more consistent with each other.
To calculate V ′max one must use:
V ′max,i =
ρddp(z1; zmax,i)
ρddp(z1; z2)
Vmax,i (1.5)
where ρddp(z1; z2) is the number density of a density defining population between z1
and z2, the minimum and maximum redshifts of the survey region respectively. zmax,i
is the maximum redshift at which the object could be observed, and Vmax,i is the current
Vmax of the object before density correction. It is also necessary to compute correction
values (Ci) which are based on a measure of completeness within the survey. This will
have the effect of correcting for bins where the number of objects without measured
redshifts is high.
This can then be used in place of the standard Vmax to compute the number density per
luminosity (or mass) bin in computing the GLF (or GSMF) using:
φlogL =
1
∆ logL
∑
i
1
V ′max,iCi
(1.6)
where Ci is the completeness correction factor applied to V ′max. The Ci values are
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equal to the number of sources with measured redshifts divided by the total number
of sources within a bin. Note the bins used to calculate the Ci are not the bins of the
GSMF but are rather observed magnitude and/or colour, typically.
As mentioned above the GLF as measured in near-IR and visible bands follows the
form of the GSMF closely, yet it is still necessary to estimate the stellar masses for
the systems to measure an accurate GSMF. The estimate of the stellar masses can be
done using a mass-to-light ratio from a calibrated relation (Bell & de Jong, 2001) or
by using spectral fitting (Taylor et al., 2011), and either of these are known to be good
methods to allow for the GSMF to be computed.
Users of stellar masses should bear in mind that there are a number of systematic
uncertainties. It is necessary to assume a stellar initial mass function (IMF) and thus
any error in that will result in an over or under estimate of the stellar masses. For
the colour calibrated relation method, there will be scatter associated with assuming
that the mass-to-light ratio can be unambiguously determined using one colour. Due
to the high number of flux measurements needed to generate the best fit to template
spectra to measure the masses of systems, spectral fitting will usually be more accurate.
However the advantage of the colour method is transparency: its derivation from the
photometry can be written down simply. In both cases one is relying on the accuracy of
stellar population synthesis modelling which is especially challenging given galaxies
are complex systems of different stellar populations, gas, and dust.
In Chapter 3 of this thesis the masses are generated through spectral fitting, these have
been used unless there were serious errors within the output, as measured by the chi
squared value of the fit. In these instances the fall back was to use the linear approxi-
mation as calculated by Taylor et al. (2011).
1.4.3 Low mass GSMF
The local GSMF has been measured accurately down to a mass of M∗ ≈ 108 M by
the Galaxy and Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey collaboration (Baldry et al., 2012).
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Whilst the GLF has been measured down to lower luminosities, these have been in
‘focused’ environments such as the local group (Koposov et al., 2008) and clusters
(Rines & Geller, 2008). It is more difficult to measure the GSMF down to these same
luminosities, and so masses, in the field. It is however, crucial to fit to the low mass
GSMF as at these masses, processes such as SNe feedback (Ferrara & Tolstoy, 2000)
and photoionisation (Benson et al., 2002b) will have a effect on the formation of these
galaxies. Using simulations it is possible to understand how prevalent these processes
are in the early universe through tuning the processes and then fitting to the low mass
GSMF.
There are estimates of the low mass GSMF currently given through simulations such
as those of Guo (2011) who applied semi analytical models to dark matter only simula-
tions from Springel et al. (2005), and Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2009) who simulated the
GSMF to a limit of 106M, which shows the mass function continuing to rise to low
masses. They do, however, caution that they see a higher fraction of passive galaxies
in their simulations than is seen in observations. Although, currently, it is inferred the
most common galaxies in the universe are low mass star forming galaxies, the diffi-
culty in detecting passive dwarf galaxies in the field may be biasing those results. On
the other hand studies have suggested that in fact passive dwarf galaxies do not form
at all in the field (Geha et al., 2012), which would be inconsistent with the simulations
.
More recently high resolution hydrodynamical simulations such as the EAGLE project
(Schaye et al., 2015), have been employed to better simulate how the currently ac-
cepted GSMF might have formed using a consistent treatment of baryons and dark
matter. This has produced several interesting results, but most importantly for this
work the team used the simulation to match the GSMF created within the simulation
to the observed GSMF down to 108M, which is the current level at which GAMA has
constrained the GSMF. EAGLE has also been used to look at the H I contents of some
of the simulated galaxies to compare to observations (Crain et al., 2016). They found
that most of the H I contained in galaxies had most likely gotten there through steady
accretion of intergalactic, ionized gas and had very little provided through feedback
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mechanisms within the galaxies themselves.
The problem of the missing fraction of dwarfs, as highlighted by the difference be-
tween the observed and simulated low mass GSMFs is known as the Sub-structure
problem. There are several reasons postulated as to why there could be missing galax-
ies, such as reionization or supernova feedback, these are explored further in the next
section.
1.5 Sub-structure Problem
There is an observed discrepancy between the number of low mass halos predicted
by the CDM simulations and the number of observed low mass galaxies. This sub-
structure problem can be characterised in two ways. The first is by the observed defi-
ciency of the number of observed satellites, around the Milky Way in particular, com-
pared to the number of sub-halos predicted by models (Moore et al., 1999). The second
deals with the discrepancy between the predicted number of halos and observed galax-
ies on a cosmological scale. There has been work towards solving the first of these
problems in the Local Group with the discovery of dSph galaxies around the Milky
Way (Gilmore et al., 2007) and M31 (Martin et al., 2009).
The sub-structure problem for the field population however is still unsolved with a
large under-density detected through the comparisons of CDM models and observa-
tions. This population of field dwarfs will probably comprise mostly dIrr type galax-
ies, however due to their intrinsic low surface brightness they are difficult to find and
measure (Cross & Driver, 2002).
The GSMF has been measured accurately down to∼ 108M and cosmological surveys
have endeavoured to measure the number density of galaxies with a lower mass. For
instance the GAMA survey found a number density of galaxies of∼ 0.02Mpc−3 dex−1
in the mass range of 106.5 ≤M ≤ 107 (this corresponds approximately to an absolute
magnitude range of −12 ≤ Mr ≤ −15). However through cosmological simulations
it has been suggested that this number density should be as high as∼ 0.1Mpc−3 dex−1
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(Guo, 2011). These number densities will be different due to the surface brightness
limits on the the surveys used as the majority of the dwarf population, having intrin-
sically low surface brightness, will not be detected by these surveys. This means that
the GSMF at masses below 108M should be taken as a lower limit.
There are a number of reasons why the field population may be incomplete as effects
on their evolution will have affected the way they formed and could even result in the
removal of all luminous matter from in the halo. The following sections shall outline
the possible evolutionary mechanisms which may have had an effect on the growth of
these low mass systems.
1.5.1 Reionization
Background
Two important processes occurred in the early universe: recombination and reioniza-
tion. Recombination is a process whereby the free electrons and nuclei present in the
very early Universe cool enough so that they can ‘recombine’ to form neutral atoms.
This is known to have happened at z ∼ 1100 (Zeldovich, Kurt & Syunyaev, 1968).
At z ∼ 50 the first dark matter halos began to form which were ,as discussed ear-
lier, low mass halos. As they formed they would attract baryonic matter to coalesce
at their centres forming gas clouds. The gas in these halos cooled through radiative
cooling and would have begun to collapse forming the first stars and so the first galax-
ies and quasars. These objects were the cause of the reionization of the universe,
as they are strong emitters of UV photons (Couchman & Rees, 1986). Through this
photoionization of the immediate area surrounding these first luminous objects, the
remaining neutral hydrogen and helium would become reionized. It is believed that
this process started at around z ∼ 10 and finished by z ∼ 6 (Robertson et al., 2015).
These boundaries have been determined through several indirect measures such as; the
lack of Gunn-Peterson troughs1 in the spectra of quasars (e.g. Fan, Carilli & Keat-
1Troughs which appear in spectra in the presence of neutral hydrogen, characterised by the suppres-
sion of the spectra below Lyα emission (Gunn & Peterson, 1965)
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ing, 2006; McGreer, Mesinger & D’Odorico, 2015), observations of CMB polarisation
(Planck Collaboration et al., 2015), and the measurement of the temperature of the
IGM (Bolton et al., 2012). Direct observations of star forming galaxies have not been
made at high enough redshifts to fully test these hypotheses, but there are efforts to
extend the redshift range deeper (Bouwens et al., 2015).
Effects on early structure formation
Early galaxies formed in two stages. The first of these stages was the mutual collapse
of dark matter halos and baryonic matter, and the second was the collapse of only the
baryonic matter, through radiative cooling, into the central potential of the DM halo
(Benson et al., 2002a,b). It is the second stage which is most important for galaxy for-
mation as it is at this point where the gas must become self gravitating so as to be able
to collapse further into stars. As the UV background imparts energy into the gas then
the number of particles which will be available for energy transfer is reduced, which
means that effective cooling of the galaxy cannot take place. It is believed that the
threshold for this effect would be a system with a virial temperature of Tvir ∼ 104K as
this is the temperature the Inter Galactic Medium (IGM) is heated to by the UV ioniz-
ing background (Barkana & Loeb, 2001). This significantly raised the mass at which
baryons could collapse into galaxies, therefore a system with a virial temperature be-
low this threshold will not be able to condense into a stable system thereby suppressing
the formation (Rees, 1986; Efstathiou, 1992; Miralda-Escude´ & Rees, 1998). From this
it is therefore believed that for a low mass galaxy to have formed it must have done so
before reionization took effect (Benson et al., 2002b).
This may explain why there is a discrepancy between the theoretical CDM models
and the observed number density of galaxies in the local universe. There may still be
the predicted number of DM halos, however reionization will have suppressed the star
formation in the system to such a degree that the galaxy will not have formed stars, or
that the galaxy have only formed stars slowly since the end of reionization, meaning
that the known number of low mass galaxies would still be incomplete.
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1.5.2 Supernova Feedback
When energy is released from a supernova the resulting winds will push gas away to
form an empty pocket around where the star used to be. In a high mass galaxy such as
the Milky Way this would not have too much of an effect on the galaxy other than to
kick start some star formation in the immediate area of the explosion. In a low mass
system, such as a dwarf galaxy, supernovae can impart high enough energies into the
surrounding gas that it will suppress star formation within the system until the gas is
able to cool. Ferrara & Tolstoy (2000) ran simulations to test this and found that if a
galaxy had a mass M∗ ≤ 5 × 106M then all of the gas in the system could be lost
through these outflows, and that outflows could occur in galaxies with gas masses up
to ∼ 109M. This shows the suppressive effect supernova feedback may have on the
dwarf population of galaxies.
1.5.3 Warm Dark Matter
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), has been observed to be homogeneous
in nature, with only very small fluctuations in its temperature. It is thought that these
variations in the CMB describe the large scale structure of the early Universe and
would have expanded as the early Universe expanded and then collapsed into small
dark matter halos, which would have been where the first matter collected to form the
first stars and galaxies. This is a correct assessment for standard ΛCDM cosmology.
However if there was a warm dark matter component in the early universe then these
fluctuations would have been suppressed below a certain mass, dependent on the mass
of the DM particles. However as stated in Kang, Maccio` & Dutton (2013), by using
warm dark matter (WDM) to match the observed number of low mass halos the slope
is changed for the luminosity-rotational velocity relation (Tully-Fisher relation) and
so no longer matches these well defined observations. Due to this effect within the
simulations, of distorting the shape of such a well defined relation it is unlikely that
WDM had any great effect on early structure formation.
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1.6 Low Surface Brightness Galaxies
Low surface brightness galaxies (LSBGs) are a type of galaxy which is not well ob-
served within the Universe. As the name suggests they are difficult to detect because
of a physical characteristic which means the light emitted from the galaxy is diffuse,
making detection difficult. The point at which a galaxy is classified as low surface
brightness can be defined as µcentral,B ≥ 22.0 mag arcsec−2 (Impey, Burkholder &
Sprayberry, 2001). Past surveys have always had issues with detection of these sys-
tems as they did not go to faint enough magnitudes or they covered too small an area to
be able to find these galaxies effectively (Dalcanton et al., 1997). They have plagued
results for decades and have contributed largely to the issues of lower than expected
number density at low masses, as low mass galaxies are more likely to be LSBGs.
Several pieces of work have been carried out to classify the effect of missing low
surface brightness galaxies within surveys. Disney & Phillipps (1983) showed that a
surface brightness selection effect should be considered when conducting a large scale
survey, as the volume over which galaxies can be detected is a function of their central
surface brightness and absolute magnitudes. Cross & Driver (2002) were able to show
that there is a strong dependency in the construction of the GLF on surface brightness,
which could account for the differences seen between published values of the curves.
Figure 1.1 shows how the completeness of LSBGs is poor compared to galaxies with
higher surface brightnesses within the photometric survey results of SDSS (Blanton
et al., 2005b). This was done by adding fake sources to the data and rerunning the
pipelines. It is noted that this does not describe the physical limit of the SDSS imaging
only the limit of the pipeline. This does show, however, that it is often not a priority
for a large-survey pipeline to worry about the detection of LSBGs.
Figure 1.1 also shows that at low surface brightness the completeness is almost inde-
pendent of apparent magnitude.
It is however important to complete the census of these galaxies as they will help to
complete the low mass end of the GSMF which is important for galaxy formation
theory (Cross & Driver, 2002). To accomplish this, different strategies must be used
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Figure 1.1: This plot is taken from Blanton et al. (2005b) Figure 2. It shows the completeness
limits within the SDSS photometric sample. The right hand side of the plot shows, quite starkly,
the difficulties in detecting low luminosity galaxies, as these are generally the ones with lowest
surface brightness measurements.
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for different environments.
1.6.1 Detection Methods
There are different environments to consider when searching for LSBGs and these en-
vironments can be broadly defined as: (i) nearby satellite galaxies within the Local
Group; (ii) satellites in external groups and clusters; and (iii) field galaxies away from
luminous galaxies and clusters, or within a random cosmological volume. The de-
tection methods appropriate for each environment will be discussed in the following
subsections.
Searches for galaxies in the Local Group
There are currently 100 known faint dwarf galaxies in the local group (McConnachie,
2012) and this number has been steadily increasing over the last decade (15 years ago
only 11 were known). These galaxies became observable with the advent of such wide
field surveys as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, (SDSS, Gilmore et al., 2007; Irwin et al.,
2007; Walsh, Jerjen & Willman, 2007; Belokurov et al., 2010; Balbinot et al., 2013),
and the Pan-Andromeda Archaeological Survey, (PAndAS, Ibata et al., 2007; Martin
et al., 2009; Richardson et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2013b).
The method utilised and described by Koposov et al. (2008) and Walsh, Willman &
Jerjen (2009) to detect local LSBGs, is to identify stellar over-densities as compared to
the Galactic foreground. To determine whether they are real dwarf spheroidal galaxies
(dSph) or noise requires the fitting of theoretical stellar isochrones to the over-densities.
These isochrones describe old, metal poor stellar populations and will be constructed to
represent different distance moduli based on the colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) of
the stars. With this knowledge it is then possible to determine the distance to the object.
New surveys such as DES (Dark Energy Survey; Wester & Dark Energy Survey Col-
laboration, 2005) or PS1 3pi survey (Pan-STARRS1; Chambers, 2005) are improving
the census of local group galaxies further. Koposov et al. (2015) has recently utilised
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the aforementioned method with data from DES, to discover 9 new LSBGs which can
be considered part of the Local Group.
Searches for satellites and substructure in external groups and clusters
The satellite populations within clusters and around luminous galaxies have been hinted
at in the data for many years (Shapley, 1938; Shapley & Paraskevopoulos, 1940). How-
ever, concerted efforts were not made to actively look for these satellites until the dis-
covery of many more dwarf, low surface-brightness companions to the MW and M31
and further motivation came later with the identification of the substructure problem
(Klypin et al., 1999; Moore et al., 1999). Searches for satellites in external systems
cannot be based on star catalogues if the systems are too distant. Therefore, one is
forced to search for flux from extended sources, which has the disadvantage that dis-
tances cannot be derived from CMD fitting. However, once candidate satellite galaxies
are found there is a high probability that they do lie within the system, particularly for
rich clusters (Ferguson & Binggeli, 1994, and references therein).
Arguably the most well-studied galaxy cluster is the Virgo cluster, mostly due to its
proximity to our own galaxy. It has been the subject of numerous studies and surveys,
in particular, the Virgo Cluster Catalogue (VCC) (Binggeli, Sandage & Tarenghi, 1984;
Sandage & Binggeli, 1984; Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann, 1985; Sandage, Binggeli
& Tammann, 1985a,b; Binggeli, Tammann & Sandage, 1987). This survey discov-
ered ∼ 1000 dwarf systems contained within the cluster characterised by their low
mass, low surface brightness, and small size. The majority of these galaxies were
classified as dwarf elliptical galaxies (Sandage & Binggeli, 1984). However, this
survey had limitations as they could not probe below a central surface brightness of
µB ∼ 24 mag arcsec−2 (Binggeli, Sandage & Tarenghi, 1984).
Here again, detection efficiency is limited by the depth of the survey being employed,
necessitating surveys and instruments which can probe deeper magnitudes for detec-
tion. New surveys have been used to try and complete the survey of dwarf LSBGs
within the Virgo cluster, such as the Next Generation Virgo Cluster Survey (NGVS;
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Ferrarese et al., 2012). The data from this survey are deeper, and it thus has an effec-
tive surface brightness limit of µRe,g ∼ 29 mag arcsec−2 within one effective radius.
Using these data Davies, Davies & Keenan (2015) were able to identify 303 new ex-
tended LSBGs associated with the cluster.
The Coma cluster is another cluster, like Virgo, which has been well studied and in
recent years has seen deeper imaging than cluster surveys of the past. For instance, the
HST/ACS Coma Cluster Survey (Carter et al., 2008) was able to probe a significant
fraction of the cluster to a central surface brightness limit of µcentral,g ∼ 25.8 mag
arcsec−2. The Coma cluster has also been explored to new depths; for instance, with
the use of the Subaru telescope, Koda et al. (2015) were able to uncover ∼ 1000
possible extended sources reaching effective surface brightnesses of µRe,R = 28 mag
arcsec−2.
We find a similar situation when considering satellites of luminous galaxies. De-
spite the predictions that substructure should exist around all galaxies of a certain
size (Moore et al., 1999) most galaxies observed remain without detected satellites,
despite deep imaging to try and uncover some of these systems (e.g., van Dokkum,
2005; Atkinson, Abraham & Ferguson, 2013). This problem is due in part to the ef-
fective surface brightness limits of these surveys which, despite advances in detector
technology, are no better than ∼ 28 mag arcsec−2 (e.g., van Dokkum, 2005; Tal et al.,
2009; Martı´nez-Delgado et al., 2010; Atkinson, Abraham & Ferguson, 2013).
Whilst this highlights the current status of deep imaging it still may not be sufficient for
the detection of the majority of low surface brightness objects around these systems.
Simulations of tidal debris around both Milky Way type galaxies and elliptical galaxies
have indicated that the majority of accreted stars in these systems may sit at levels
µcentral,B & 29 mag arcsec−2 (Naab et al., 2007; Johnston et al., 2008a; Cooper et al.,
2010). Therefore, to properly image these systems requires many hours of telescope
time to probe the magnitude limits needed for detection, something which many large
surveys do not offer.
To this end a new detector, the Dragonfly Array, has been constructed (Abraham &
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van Dokkum, 2014) to look for LSBGs in both cluster and satellite environments.
The first results of the Dragonfly telephoto array are impressive, imaging the struc-
ture of galaxy M101 down to a surface brightness of µcentral,g ∼ 32 mag arcsec−2
(van Dokkum, Abraham & Merritt, 2014). This search resulted in the discovery of 7
previously unknown LSBGs in the neighbourhood of the galaxy, with central surface
brightness ranges of µcentral,g ∼ 25.5 − 27.5 mag arcsec−2 (Merritt, van Dokkum &
Abraham, 2014). The Dragonfly Array (Abraham & van Dokkum, 2014) detector has
also been deployed on observations of the Coma cluster, discovering a possible 47 new
extended objects (van Dokkum et al., 2015).
Similarly a new survey has been commissioned, the dwarf galaxy survey with amateur
telescopes (DGSAT; Javanmardi et al., 2016) which uses amateur telescopes in long
exposures directed at large host galaxies. This has so far detected 11 previously un-
known LSBGs ranging in effective surface brightness between 25 . µRe . 28.8. With
these and further advances in detector technology the number of known dwarfs around
these systems is set to increase.
Searches for field galaxies
Field galaxies are considered to be central in the modern parlance of halo occupation
theory. Unlike their satellite counterparts, which have a more complex and turbulent
formation history, field galaxies form and evolve in a relatively isolated environment,
and are expected to be the dominant galaxy type in a blind survey over a large cos-
mological volume. Despite processes such as supernova feedback (Ferrara & Tolstoy,
2000) and heating from the cosmic ionising background radiation (Hoeft et al., 2006),
they will have a larger cool gas fraction and higher star formation rate than those dwarfs
that are gravitationally bound to a larger system. Instead of being stripped away, most
of their gas will have cooled back into the system (Rosenbaum et al., 2009). It is be-
cause of these factors that it is believed passive dwarf galaxies do not exist in the field
(Geha et al., 2012).
Compared to the Local Group, where stars can be resolved, and around luminous
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galaxies and in clusters, where deep imaging is more easily done and membership
is more easily assigned, finding LSBGs in the field is more problematic. A large area
of the sky needs to be covered for a statistically significant detection. This implies that
a lower depth is obtained in the imaging compared with cluster surveys in order to ob-
tain a cosmologically representative sample. In addition, redshifts need to be obtained
for all candidate galaxies in order to assign distances.
There is currently a significant difference in the number density of low mass systems
(106.5M ≤ M∗ ≤ 107M) between observations and simulations. For instance Guo
(2011), through the use of simulations, predicted a number density of 0.1 Mpc−3 dex−1.
Currently the best observations put that number density lower, e.g. Baldry et al. (2012)
with the galaxy and mass assembly (GAMA; Driver et al., 2009b) survey quoting a
number of ∼ 0.02 Mpc−3 dex−1 within this mass range. Therefore, observations must
push to deeper magnitudes, and lower masses, in order to test whether observational
SB limits are the reason, or part of the reason, for the discrepancy.
One of the ways to detect these systems is to develop specialised algorithms to find
low mass galaxies in processed images from deep wide angle surveys such as the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al., 2000). Work has been carried out on the SDSS
data to check their suitability for finding LSBGs. It has been determined that due to
its wide field and high fidelity imaging it is useful for searches in this area (Kniazev
et al., 2004). Known galaxies can be masked out, meaning specialised algorithms can
be applied to the images to search for the much fainter signals from the LSBGs which
were not initially detected (Scaramella & Sabatini, 2009). James et al. (2015) used
an archival search of the SDSS data to search for Leo P (Skillman et al., 2013) type
morphologies2 and were able to detect ∼ 100 of these objects with embedded H II
regions.
Another detection method is to use radio H I surveys, such as the Arecibo Legacy
Fast ALFA survey (ALFALFA, Giovanelli et al., 2005). This survey has been used
to look for H I which could be associated with undiscovered LSBGs. For instance
2Leo P is an extremely metal poor, diffuse galaxy discovered near to the Milky Way. James et al.
(2015) used the morphology of this galaxy to detect others like it. Hence a Leo P galaxy morphology.
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Trachternach et al. (2006) and Du et al. (2015) have found many hundreds of new
low surface brightness galaxies based on their H I counterparts in these images, mostly
in the field. Recently Sand et al. (2015) detected 5 new blue diffuse dwarf galaxies
within 10 Mpc, associated with Ultra-compact High-Velocity Clouds, using a search
of archival ALFALFA data. Another search by Tollerud et al. (2015), using a blind
H I survey (GALFA-H I, Peek et al., 2011), was able to detect two more faint diffuse
galaxies, again within 10 Mpc. These were identified from the survey data within a set
of 22 possible detections.
With the release of further deep optical imaging from imagers such as OmegaCAM
on the VST (Kuijken, 2011) and DeCAM on the 4m Blanco telescope, and with the
advent of deeper all-sky surveys such as the Deep Investigation of Neutral Gas Origins
(DINGO; Meyer, 2009) survey on the Square Kilometre Array (SKA, Carilli & Rawl-
ings, 2004), and other surveys such as the Wide Area VISTA Extra-galactic Survey
(WAVES, Driver et al., 2015), the numbers of these galaxies found in the field are set
to increase.
Chapter 2
Searching for LSBGs in SDSS data
The galaxy stellar mass function (GSMF), is a fundamental tool used for describing
the evolution of the universe and comparison with simulations. It describes the num-
ber density of galaxies as a function of their mass within a volume of the universe.
The GAMA (Galaxy and Mass Assembly) survey team have accurately described the
GSMF down to M∗ = 108M. The current incarnation, however, is incomplete at
masses below this due to surface brightness limits (Baldry et al., 2012). It is therefore
useful to carry out a search of the SDSS DR7 data within the GAMA fields. SDSS data
have been chosen for this work as this survey has already demonstrated its suitability
for finding low-SB systems (Kniazev et al., 2004).
The GAMA survey has made significant progress towards uncovering and classifying
the dwarf population within its three main regions. For instance, work by Baldry et al.
(2012) in plotting the GAMA GSMF, showed that the most common type of galaxy
in the universe is star forming dwarf galaxies. Kelvin et al. (2014a,b) were able to
characterise a new type of dwarf galaxy, the little blue spheroid. Mahajan et al. (2015)
showed that classifying processes for dwarf galaxies currently only reflect observa-
tional differences rather than the physical differences between them such as the star
formation rate (SFR) or specific star formation rate (sSFR). However, progress still
needs to be made into the search for, and detection of, LSBGs within this survey to
meaningfully work towards completing the census of galaxies within it.
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There are, generally, several reasons for missing galaxies from surveys due to their
LSB nature. Incorrect magnitudes could be measured for the object due to several
causes such as too small an aperture being used or deblending of the galaxy. This can
occur because the LSB nature of the system makes it difficult for a pipeline to properly
discern where the galaxy truly ends as some of it may be disguised in the noise of
the image. This is a particular problem for star forming (SF) LSBGs as small pockets
of the galaxy can be ‘easily’ detected but the surrounding gas may not be resulting
in possibly several ‘detections’ for one system. Of course another effect, linked to the
previous, is that you could miss the system completely with no part of the system being
above the threshold for detection. This can lead to significantly underestimating the
true number of galaxies within the searched volume.
For a redshift survey, like GAMA for instance, a LSBG could be missed from the
census because its spectra have too low a signal-to-noise (S/N) making getting a correct
redshift measurement difficult for the system. This is likely to be less of an issue for
SF LSBGs as the emission lines from the SF regions will likely have high S/N meaning
an accurate redshift can be calculated. This all needs to be taken into account when
accounting for the number density of LSBGs.
As described in §1.6.1, this search is complicated, and the method employed will de-
pend on the type of data which is provided by the SDSS and the nature of the objects
being searched for. The distance range desired for the detection of LSBGs in this work
is between ∼ 10 − 100Mpc, which places them beyond the range of the local group
and volume (McConnachie, 2012). Also due to the SDSS imaging being already ex-
tensively searched for objects, and containing only one ‘deep’ area located at stripe
82 (Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2006), outside the scope of the GAMA survey, a spe-
cialised detection algorithm was developed to detect LSBGs which have been made
difficult to detect due to noise constraints.
This chapter will deal with the method for the creation and implementation of such a
search algorithm for use on the SDSS imaging to search for LSBGs, with comparisons
to other data from the VIsta Kilo-degree Infrared Galaxy Survey (VIKING, Edge et al.,
2013). This is being used to confirm or deny a detection as the VIKING Z-band is∼ 1
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magnitude deeper than SDSS r-band when compared to an average SED for a low
redshift galaxy (Driver et al., 2012, Table 7).
2.1 Surveys
The work carried out in this chapter utilised SDSS gri imaging within the limits of
the three GAMA equatorial regions, G09, G12, and G15. For confirmation that these
detections are galaxies, further optical confirmation was required. As stated above this
was carried out through the use of deep Z-band VIKING imaging data. The technical
details of these surveys are described below.
2.1.1 GAMA
The GAMA survey is a wide field spectroscopic survey that was undertaken to study
cosmology, galaxy structure and galaxy evolution at low redshift (Driver et al., 2009a,b,
2011). It is based mainly around redshifts of galaxies taken using the AAOmega spec-
trograph on the Anglo Australian Telescope (AAT; Sharp et al., 2006; Hopkins et al.,
2013). The survey has covered 286 square degrees to a limiting magnitude of r = 19.8.
AAOmega optical spectra have been obtained for 238 000 objects in five survey regions
(G02, G09, G12, G15, and G23 which are fields centred at RA 2h, 9h, 12h, 14.5h, and
23h; Liske et al., 2015). Independent imaging has been compiled from several other
surveys whose footprints fall on the GAMA regions, covering wavelengths from 1nm
– 1m (?). This paper will primarily use data from the three equatorial regions G09,
G12, and G15, due to coverage of these areas by SDSS and VIKING.
2.1.2 Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) uses a 2.5 metre telescope, with a wide field of
view, at the Apache Point Observatory in southern New Mexico (York et al., 2000).
The survey started in 2000 with the goal of observing 10000 square degrees of high
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latitude sky. The imaging was done using twenty-four 2048 × 2048 CCDs and five
filters u, g, r, i and z (Fukugita et al., 1996). The survey completed its initial aims
in 2009 and almost all of its imaging data were released in Data Release 7 (Abazajian
et al., 2009).
The SDSS takes its images in ‘drift scan’ mode. An image is read out approxi-
mately every 54 seconds, as the sky moves across the detector. This creates long strips
which line up in the scan direction and are subsequently processed through the SDSS
PHOTO pipeline (Stoughton et al., 2002). These strips are then divided into fields
along the scan direction for convenience of use.
The data used in this work are the corrected images stored under fpC extensions in the
DR7 database. All information stored in the images is presented in counts, which can
be converted into the AB magnitude system by applying equations supplied by SDSS.
These images are supplemented by fpM files which contain the various masks for each
filter. A code supplied by SDSS, READATLASIMAGES-V5 4 11, is used to extract the
mask file desired by the user (Stoughton et al., 2002).
2.1.3 VISTA VIKING
The Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA, Emerson & Suther-
land 2010) is a 4.1 metre short focal length infrared optimised survey telescope. It is
located on the NTT peak at Cerro Paranal in Chile. One of the surveys this telescope is
carrying out is the VIKING survey. This survey covers 1500 deg2 in the near infrared,
specifically Z, Y , J , H and K bands.
We used the J − K colour as a redshift check, and produced SEDs for the detected
objects to check their suitability as LSBG candidates. The Z band was used as a check
for the detections due to its improved depth of imaging over the SDSS bands.
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2.2 Image Processing
The reduced SDSS images were processed in order to search for low-SB galaxies that
had been missed by the initial SDSS reduction pipeline. The image processing can be
separated into five distinct phases:
1. masking of image fields,
2. alignment of images,
3. weighting using expected SNR,
4. coadding of g, r, and i image fields,
5. smoothing of the final image products.
These processes are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.
SDSS uses a drift scan mode to take images. This leads to long images spread across
the sky with a width equivalent to the detector. For ease these images are split into
‘fields’ of 1489 pixels by 2048 pixels, equivalent to ∼ 590′′ × 810′′. The 6424 fields
that were used for target selection were selected from the GAMA equatorial regions.
An example of the image files taken from the SDSS is given in the top panel of Figure
4.2.
The images are first masked to remove high surface brightness objects which have been
discovered within SDSS PHOTO (Stoughton et al., 2002). The mask files supplied
by SDSS contain 10 different masks and are outlined in table 2.1. The 4th mask exten-
sion, which masks any pixel which is part of some object, was chosen for this project.
This mask is used to remove all detected objects from the image files, including stars,
galaxies, cosmic ray detections, and anomalous ‘objects’ within the image fields. Note
this is a pixel-based mask rather than a mask based on polygons or ellipses around
detected objects, as shown in the middle panel of Figure 4.2.
The data files taken from the SDSS for each field are not aligned with each other
because the detectors from the different bands are not perfectly aligned in the cross-
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Figure 2.1: These image panels show how the image files are affected through the processes
described in § 2.2. The top panel shows the initial image file of the field in question. This
particular image is from run number 001458 filter g of camera column 5, field 0623. The mid-
dle panel is this same field after masking of known sources detected from the SDSS PHOTO
pipeline. The bottom panel shows the field after smoothing and coadding has taken place.
This brings out the low surface brightness features around the brighter detected objects within
the field and gives a good representation of the challenges faced when trying to detect LSBGs
in the field. The red circle highlights the point at which an undetected LSBG becomes clearly
visible within this field after processing. The object is identified in the catalogue as LSB15283.
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scan direction. The scan direction is in RA and the cross-scan direction is DEC. This
means that the images can be misaligned, relative to the r-band, by up to 16 pixels
difference (≈ 6.4′′) in the g-band, and 5 pixels (≈ 2′′) in the i band. Figure 2.2 shows
these misalignments relative to the r-band.
The images were aligned using a geometrical translation with the r-band coordinates
as a reference. The g and i band images are moved on to the central pixel coordinates
of the r-band images. Once the alignment is complete all images are aligned to within
one pixel (< 0.4′′). This difference is not significant enough to be of concern because
we are searching for significantly extended sources. Once aligned the images can be
coadded prior to smoothing.
As mentioned in the above sections, LSBGs are diffuse in nature to the extent that
their total integrated flux falls below the sky level for observations, so it is important to
maximize the expected SNR in the images, through weighting the images and coadding
the results. The following steps will describe this process for low mass, star forming
(SF) dwarf galaxies. The images are to be weighted towards these objects as, for the
limits probed, SF galaxies dominate in the field (Geha et al., 2012). In the long term
it is a more realistic aim to determine if there is a turnover in the mass function of SF
galaxies.
The weighting is applied using the typical g-r and r-i colour for the GAMA dwarf
galaxies as shown in Figure 2.3. The galaxy masses used in determinig the weights
for each image field were calculated using the method outlined in Taylor et al. (2011).
Only objects of 106M ≤ M∗ ≤ 107.5M and z ≥ 0.002 are chosen from the cat-
alogue. The redshift limit is applied to the data to remove any mis-classified stars;
the remaining galaxies can then be used to calibrate the weights to be applied to the
images. The ranges for the final weights are shown in Table 2.2, and are a result of
the different extinction and sky-noise conditions on the nights on which the respective
fields were observed.
To calculate these weights the equations supplied by SDSS can be rearranged to calcu-
late the counts of the objects for each filter. This gives an expected signal value which
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Figure 2.2: 2D histograms displaying the difference in locations between the central coor-
dinates of the SDSS images. The top panel is the difference between g and r images. The
bottom panel is the difference between r and i images. At all times r was used as the reference
frame between the three images.
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can be used to calculate the weighting for each filter in each field. The SNR weighting
is calculated using the equation:
ωx =
Sxσg
2
Sgσx2
(2.1)
where ωx is the weighting factor to be applied to image x, and Sx is the expected signal
obtained from the image x expressed in counts for a typical star-forming dwarf galaxy.
This is determined using Figure 2.3 to calculate the median values of the g− r (0.233)
and r − i (0.154) colours for the population and an i-band magnitude of 19 mag (this
is an arbitrary value), which gives the magnitudes stated in Table 2.2. σx refers to
the standard deviation in image x, determined from the background of the image after
masking. As the g-band fields have been used as the reference fields for calculating the
weightings to be applied to the data, the g-band weighting value is always 1. Figure
4.2 shows how the image changes after the masking, weighting and coadding process.
The final step is to smooth the images, which will further improve the SNR. SDSS use
a maximum 4 × 4 binning kernel for detection purposes, meaning 16 pixels worth of
information are binned onto one pixel. Here, we use a circular kernel (a matrix of ones
and zeros defining the region to be convolved) of diameter 7 pixels (≈ 3′′). This value
is chosen as at the larger distances of interest, ∼ 100 Mpc, we expect objects of only a
few arcseconds on the sky (Impey & Bothun, 1997).
The bottom panel of Figure 4.2 shows the effect the smoothing has on the image.
Whilst the smoothing increases the SNR in the image it also reduces the spatial scales
which can be detected. This is not such a large problem for this study as it is not nec-
essary to discern small structure in detected LSBGs. The improvement in the detection
limit, at a SNR = 5, can be estimated and compared with the original r-band limit.
The SDSS r-band, with 4× 4 binning, had a calculated limit of ∼ 23.7 mag arcsec−2,
through coadding and smoothing a 1 mag arcsec−2 improvement is achieved. There
are two aspects to this: using a kernel of 37 pixels resulting in
√
37
16
improvement in
flux limit, and coadding of g − r − i resulting in √2.7 improvement in flux limit for
fiducial SF galaxies.This will mean LSBGs will have been made visible which were
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Figure 2.3: Top panel: GAMA dwarf galaxy numbers as a function of g − r colour. This
distribution gives a median value for the colour of 0.233. Bottom panel: The same population
as a function of r − i colour, the median of this distribution being 0.154. The galaxies used
for these plots fall in the stellar mass range 106M ≤ M∗ ≤ 107.5M and z ≥ 0.002. These
median values are used to calculate the equivalent magnitude in each band.
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Filter m Counts σ Weights (ω)
g 19.387 4283 - 5148 4.37 - 6.55 1
r 19.154 4169 - 4770 5.29 - 6.41 0.558 - 0.921
i 19 3245 - 4028 6.18 - 8.01 0.303 - 0.505
Table 2.2: The filter, apparent magnitude (m), the range of signals calculated for the different
images (Counts), noise (σ), and the range of weightings (ω) to be applied to the images. The
counts are calculated using an i-band magnitude of 19 mag, and are included to show the spread
in counts across the images due to different conditions based on the night the image was taken.
not before.
Now that the g, r, and i bands for each field have been masked, weighted, coadded,
and smoothed, using a larger kernel than was used by the PHOTO pipeline, there is
increased sensitivity in the images for the discovery of field dwarf LSBGs than SDSS
was able to achieve. The next step is to develop an algorithm which can be used to
detect these hitherto undetected galaxies.
2.3 Detection Algorithm
To detect the galaxies it is important to understand their angular size on the sky within
the range of distances that are being investigated, this range being ∼ 10 - 100 Mpc.
LSBGs have an expected scale length (Re) of 1 - 2 kpc (Impey & Bothun, 1997). The
equation;
Θ50 = A×
(
d50
D
)
(2.2)
where Θ50 is the radius in arcseconds that will be viewed on the sky, A is the constant
206265 used to convert between radians and arcseconds, d50 is the radius of the galaxy
in Mpc and, D is the distance to the galaxy in Mpc. Assuming the scale and distance
parameters given above a range of observed radii can be calculated of between 2′′ .
Re,obs . 40′′ for any objects falling within the given distance range. With this in mind
a detection algorithm can be developed and constraints can be applied to develop a
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final list of detections to be searched through for LSBGs.
There are several distinct parts within the detection algorithm created to search the im-
ages. First is the detection of all pixels in the smoothed images whose value falls above
a set SNR threshold. They are then grouped together based on their proximity to one
another to form extended sources. This process however returns too many objects as
many of the initial detections are emission from the edges of luminous objects, diffrac-
tion spikes, or noise. To remove these false detections, constraints, such as proximity
to luminous objects, and image quality, are applied to the initial list of objects. Finally
the remaining candidates are visually inspected.
For the analysis we adopt 5σ above the background of each smoothed image as the
detection threshold for a pixel. Note that in the unsmoothed images SNR per pixel will
be less than 5. In the smoothed image, pixels with an SNR> 5 are grouped into ‘can-
didate’ detections. For this, the COYOTES IDL library1 is used. This library contains a
programme for grouping pixels together within an image once a mask of these pixels is
supplied to the code. Modifications were made to the code BLOB ANALYZER DEFINE
to output the locations of the pixels contained within each candidate. The grouping of
the pixels is based on adjacency to one another. For pixels to be grouped they must be
touching in any direction, it is therefore possible to have a detected pixel which is not
grouped with other detected pixels at this stage. A single isolated detected pixel is still
likely to represent an ∼ 3′′ source because of the smoothing scale.
This returned ∼ 1 000 000 potential detections. As can be seen from the bottom panel
of Figure 4.2, most of the low-SB light detected is just the excess light around bright
stars and galaxies. In some fields there are also other types of artefacts. The list of
sources therefore needs to be cleaned to remove these artefacts and the light excess, by
applying a set of constraints to the detections list. These constraints include:
1. proximity to more luminous objects.
2. anomalously high detection rates per field.
1downloadable from http://www.idlcoyote.com
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3. proximity to other low-SB detections.
The way these constraints are applied, and the reasons for applying them, will be dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.
As can be seen from a comparison between the middle and bottom panels of Figure
4.2, the smoothing process pulls the low surface brightness emission out from around
the edges of bright objects such as stars. The code identifies this emission as a source,
therefore false detections must be tested for and removed. To carry out this test, two
apertures of radius 50 and 100 pixels (∼20′′ and 40′′ respectively) were placed over
all candidate detections. The percentage of pixels found in the aperture which had
been masked was recorded for each detection. The top panel of Figure 2.4 shows the
percentage of masked pixels found within these apertures as a function of the number
of candidates with that percentage, and the lower panel of Figure 2.4 is a histogram
of the same information but produced from randomly placed apertures, 1000 apertures
each of 50 (N50) and 100 (N100) pixel radius per field.
As can be seen by a comparison between the two plots there is a peak of detections
occurring away from large objects. However the second peak within the top panel of
Figure 2.4 shows the increase in detections as you approach larger objects, and the fact
that there is a large amount of low-SB emission which is not masked out by the SDSS
PHOTO pipeline. The parameters used for rejection based on the percentage of masked
pixels are N50 > 15% AND N100 > 15%. These cuts left the detection algorithm with
84% of searchable sky from the survey data.
Figure 2.5 gives some examples of objects which were not removed by the masked-
pixel checks carried out above, and which need to be dealt with as separate cases. The
first of these are fields containing very extended wings of ultra-bright objects, making
the detection of LSBGs difficult as it produces a large number of erroneous LSBG
detections within the images which need to be excluded. Therefore, the constraint
decided on was to reject all fields with more than 100 detections within it, which
affects only 22 fields out of 6424. As this was a small number of fields they were
visually checked, to ensure nothing was rejected that should not have been.
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Figure 2.4: The number of masked pixels within a fixed radius is used as a metric to determine
whether a detection should be removed. The top panel is a histogram of the percentage of
masked pixels within the two aperture sizes around each detection given by the detection code.
The bottom panel shows the distribution found when the apertures were placed randomly
across all images. There is an obvious rise in the number of detections with a high number
of masked pixels compared to randomly placing the apertures. This is caused by low-surface
brightness emission from around brighter objects. Therefore, all objects falling within this
second peak can be rejected.
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Figure 2.5: A small selection of the problem detections which were able to make it through to
the final visual inspection. The left panel shows the faint wings of the light distribution of a
large galaxy. The emission from the galaxy is well above the level needed to cause a detection
and parts of it fall far enough away in the image that it is not masked. The middle panel shows
a diffraction spike; again the fainter areas of the spike are not masked. The right panel shows
an artefact from a large star in a neighbouring field, giving a distinctive flat feature parallel to
the edge of the image.
A further issue is the detection of scattered light from bright stars which are not in the
field where the detection is found but rather in an adjacent field. An example of this
is in the right-hand image of Figure 2.5. This shows that parts of the artefact have
been detected by the SDSS PHOTO pipeline with the effect of breaking the object up
into several smaller detections. In order to try to remove these objects, a constraint is
applied to the images whereby all detections which have more than 5 objects within a
radius of 120′′ are rejected. A random sample of these objects is visually inspected to
ensure that statistically only incorrect detections are removed from the catalogue.
One of the main reasons for conducting this study is to check the completeness of the
GAMA survey, which means that galaxies with r ≤ 19.8 mag are of most interest. To
comply with this limit we cut the detections at a magnitude of 21.3 mag within the
masked r-band images (1.5 mag deeper than the GAMA sample) and reject anything
fainter than this limit. However, some of the detections are, in some cases, only 1
pixel, which is not unexpected as the LSB nature of these systems may lead to only
one smoothed pixel of a larger system having a value above the detection threshold
of SNR > 5. Two apertures of diameter 10′′ and 15′′ are placed over the objects and
the number of counts measured in both in the unsmoothed images. As long as the
measured flux is more than the required limit in one of the apertures then the object
is allowed through to the final stage of analysis, and all others are rejected. Note that
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these apertures were not used to measure the final magnitudes of the sources but as a
way to obtain candidate large LSBGs. However due to the size of the apertures at this
stage, sky errors could affect the magnitude using these large apertures.
This reduces the number of candidates to ≈ 5000 detections. These needed one final
visual check as we expected there to be a proportion of detections which could be ruled
out. The detections are given an integer quality ranking from 0 to 2, where 0 means a
non-detection i.e. a diffraction spike or other noise, 1 means a possible detection i.e.
small object in the smoothed images, no obvious extended structure, and 2 means a
definite detection i.e. obvious extended object which has not been masked by SDSS.
The number of possible and definite detections after this process was reduced to≈ 600
detections. All of the removed objects are artefacts like those depicted in Figure 2.5.
The list of 600 positions is finally, visually checked against the same positions in the
VIKING Z band data, as this imaging is deeper in magnitude than SDSS and so any
detections which are real will also appear in the VIKING data. This final check, along
with combining detections of the same object, reduces the final number of catalogued
galaxies to 343. Figure 2.6 shows examples of images which were visually checked
and proven to be real. Most of these objects were initially determined to have a quality
ranking of 1, but on comparison to VIKING Z-band data were confirmed.
As a comparison to deeper imaging figure 2.7 shows how the r-band and Z-band mag-
nitudes of the 343 detected LSBGs compare. These were measured from the SDSS and
VIKING imaging using the coordinates determined for the galaxies from the smoothed
SDSS images.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Spatial Distribution
The distribution of large scale structure has been consistently shown to fall into fil-
amentary structures within a ΛCDM universe, in both simulation and through obser-
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Figure 2.6: Each panel represents a candidate detection from the coadded, masked, smoothed
images created from the SDSS g, r, and i bands. Each candidate is positioned at the centre of
the panel. Each of these detections was confirmed by the deeper VIKING observations. Each
image is ∼ 35′′ × 35′′.
vation (Press & Schechter, 1974; Bahcall, 1988; Alpaslan et al., 2014). It would be
expected, therefore, that there would be some clustering of detections even at these
low masses. As can be seen from Figure 2.8, the new detections do appear to fall in
the same locations as some of these large scale structures. However, this is stated cau-
tiously as without truly accurate redshift information for these objects, it is not possible
to state with certainty that they are connected to these structures. It could be possible
to define the redshifts of the objects using a clustering technique whereby the detected
objects are compared with different redshift slices of the GAMA data. A method such
as this has been developed by Morrison et al. (2016) into a sophisticated piece of soft-
ware, utilising machine learning techniques, which has seen impressive results when
using the algorithm on large data sets such as GAMA and KiDS. However when using
the method on the objects detected here it shows that the number of detections is too
low and causes unreliable results. Due to this it is advised to wait until the objects
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Figure 2.7: A comparison between the SDSS r-band and VIKING Z-band magnitudes for
LSBG galaxies in this survey.
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Figure 2.8: Red points define the sky positions of the 343 objects across all fields, G09, G12,
and G15 (top, middle, bottom respectively). Black points represent the positions of all con-
firmed galaxies in the GAMA survey which have known redshifts less than 0.1.
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can have accurate spectral measurements made to determine the true redshifts of the
objects.
2.4.2 Magnitudes
The magnitudes were calculated using a specially designed wrapper for Source Extrac-
tor (SE) called IOTA (Driver et al., 2016). It was first deployed on the main GAMA
survey to carry out the SDSS r-band detection on all fields. It works by creating a 1001
× 1001 pixel cutout area from the detection image centred on coordinates of a detected
object. SExtractor is then run over this image and all detections within the image area
are measured against the original central coordinate, if a detection falls within 5′′ of
the central pixel then a measurement is taken. The aperture created is then applied in
the same location across all imaging which is required for the analysis to carried out.
However, due to the smaller sizes of the potential detected candidates a smaller cutout
area is employed here to measure the flux of these systems. The VIKING Z-band is
used as the reference band as all objects are detected in this imaging.
The SEDs of the detections are constructed with fluxes from both the SDSS and
VIKING, giving effectively 10 bands of photometry. Magnitudes are calculated us-
ing two apertures, a fixed aperture with a 5′′ diameter, and an auto aperture. Auto
apertures are defined as a flexible elliptical aperture, meaning the aperture adapts to
the size and shape of source (Kron, 1980), and measures all flux within it. The auto
aperture was used as default and compared with the fixed aperture magnitudes using:
∆mag = auto magnitude− fixed aperture magnitude (2.3)
and are found to be mostly consistent as shown in Figure 2.9. This meant that the
auto magnitudes could be used as a standard for calculating the magnitude. The auto
magnitudes tend to be brighter when there is a disparity between the two methods.
As stated in the caption of figure 2.9, you don’t expect them to agree for sources
larger than the fixed aperture so it is not an extreme difference but they should be
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checked, and they are all fine in general. Checks where also carried out for those
objects which showed the aperture magnitude was brighter (∆mag ≥ 0.1) as this is a
less common occurrence. Any objects which are found to be in regions of disrupted
imaging are given a magnitude measured using the fixed aperture as the auto aperture
will be unreliable, which means that those objects will not have a measured surface
brightness in the table. For this work a half light radius was used, meaning the radius
contains half the flux of the auto aperture. The auto aperture is assumed to represent
close to total flux. Based on these final results, conclusions can be drawn. In total 5
objects used the fixed aperture and 336 used the auto aperture, 2 objects could not be
detected in Z-band imaging using IOTA and so had no magnitude measurements.
The measured SDSS r-band magnitudes show that these objects are too faint to be
included in the GAMA catalogues, and therefore will not have an effect on the low
mass end of the GSMF. Further study is needed to push the imaging to fainter surface
brightnesses to further test this.
Upon measuring the surface brightnesses of the systems they were discovered to all
be µr ≥ 23.7 mag arcsec−2. These measurements were made using the auto apertures
created in SExtractor for each object. This gives a consistent measurement of the
objects and will have created a good fit to all of the systems discovered in the survey
For this study we require the SDSS r-band, for comparison with the reference GAMA
passband and the VISTA VIKING Z-band, as our deepest band. We also require SDSS
g and i and VIKING J and K for colour comparison. Note that even though the
sources were not detected in the individual g, r, & i bands, flux measurements can be
made using the apertures defined using the Z-band.
2.4.3 Colour Distribution
Redshifts have not yet been determined spectroscopically for these galaxies. However,
it can be assumed from the faint magnitudes and surface brightnesses of these objects
that they are likely to be at low redshift. A good proxy for determining this is to plot a
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Figure 2.9: Comparing the auto magnitudes with the aperture magnitudes (∆mag) for the SDSS
LSBG catalogue. There is clear consistency with the apertures for the majority of the detected
galaxies. Where there is disparity in the wings of the distribution a visual check was carried
out on the image quality and those galaxies in noisy image fields in the VIKING Z-band are
measured with the fixed aperture rather than the auto aperture.
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J-K vs g-i colour-colour plot. As shown in Baldry et al. (2010) this plot gives a good
indication of redshift. There is overlap but it can be shown that there is a general trend
within the plot which separates the low redshift from higher redshift objects.
Figure 2.10 shows the majority of the 343 objects (35 are unrepresented due to being
outside the plot boundaries) detected with the search algorithm plotted on the J-K
(VIKING) vs g-i (SDSS) plot. This has been plotted over a contour distribution created
using the GAMA r defined APMATCHEDCATV06 (Driver et al., 2016). These data
are divided by redshift and contoured to show where the peak density of each redshift
range sits on the plot.
A large proportion of the LSBGs sit around the peaks of the lower redshift bands as
shown by the median value displayed in Figure 2.10. There is scatter within this distri-
bution, however; this was expected as the LSB nature of the objects means that precise
magnitude measurements are difficult. Due to the scatter in the plot and the large errors
it cannot be said with certainty that these objects sit at low redshift. Therefore, further
follow up is needed with spectroscopy to determine the spectroscopic redshifts of these
objects.
2.4.4 Catalogue
The final catalogue of detected LSBG objects numbers 343 with VISTA VIKING con-
firmation. The full table of detections is given in Table A.1. There are two objects,
LSB15269 and LSB15288, which do not have any measurements recorded for magni-
tude or surface brightness, because IOTA was unable to detect the objects in the frame
within 5′′ of the coordinates supplied. However they have been visually confirmed.
When creating the catalogue the main test to tell if the objects were newly discovered
or not was to match to the SDSS catalogues. This returned 50 candidates which had
already been assigned OBJIDs from the SDSS. This was a concern as it was believed
that all detected objects had been masked out using the SDSS PHOTO pipeline output.
However, upon inspection of the flags produced by the SDSS it was found that the
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Figure 2.10: A g-i vs J-K colour-colour plot of all LSGBs found using the methods described
in this paper. Over-plotted are contours which describe objects found in the GAMA fields,
split into bins of increasing redshift described by the numbers of respective colour at the top
of the plot. As can be seen this plot can be used as a proxy for redshift (Baldry et al., 2010) to
determine if the object is at low redshift or not. The scatter in the plot was expected due to the
low surface brightness nature of the objects. In the lower right of the plot is the 1σ error bars
for the points (higher values of σ are too large to be displayed within the plotting area). The
red circle shows the median value of the distribution of LSBG colours.
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objects were only detected in one band within a field and so the SDSS were unable to
say if there was a detection so these galaxies were not included in the SDSS catalogues.
This meant that the objects could be left in the catalogue created through this work and
counted towards the total number of new detections.
2.5 Summary & Conclusions
This work attempts to answer a simple question: are there any LSBGs hidden within
the GAMA equatorial regions that could contribute to the low mass end of the GAMA
GSMF? Using images from the SDSS, and a specially developed algorithm to process
the images and detect the objects it was discovered that whilst there are LSBGs, they
do not meet the required magnitude cut of r ≤ 19.8 mag. Therefore they will not affect
the GAMA GSMF at low masses as presented in Baldry et al. (2012).
The algorithm created consisted of several parts, namely the coadding and weighting
of the images, the masking of these images, and then finally smoothing the images
to bring out any hidden objects within the images. A cut of 5σ was then applied
to the smoothed images to identify any pixels with a high enough signal to noise to
be considered a detection. After clumping the detected pixels into candidate objects,
constraints were applied to the candidate objects, which removed most of them as
erroneous detections such as extended wings of bright stars and galaxies which were
not masked out by the original masking, or over-densities of candidates hinting at
ghosts within the image that have been deblended by the detection algorithm. After a
final comparison to VIKING Z band data it was discovered that there were at least 343
new galaxy detections within the data.
In the majority of cases these objects have had their magnitudes measured with an
auto aperture, which gives an approximation of the total magnitude for the system.
However, if the magnitude differed from that given by a 5′′ fixed aperture as to place
the value in the wings of the distribution described in Figure 2.9 (−1.0 ≥ ∆mag ≥ 0.1)
and there was a problem with the imaging (e.g. scattered light or emission from a bright
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Figure 2.11: This plot shows the GAMA main survey sample (blue contours), newly discovered
LSBGs (red points) and the GAMA low mass sample (green squares) which was used to weight
the images as described in section 2.2, on a plot of apparent r-band magnitude vs. effective
surface brightness. This shows how the newly discovered systems compare to the GAMA
sample and show they sit outside the main survey limit of r ≤ 19.8 mags. This means that
they will not affect the GAMA GSMF. There does however seem to be a general trend being
followed with no hard limit on the surface brightness being seen, which may suggest there are
further systems to be discovered at fainter magnitudes.
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source) then the fixed aperture magnitude was used. This means that accurate surface
brightness information could not be gathered, and therefore this is missing from Table
A.1 for those objects. While the SB of the detected objects within the auto aperture
is low (& 25 mag arcsec2, Williams et al., 2016), it is unclear what the half-light SB
values of the majority of sources are. This is because the majority of half-light radii
are around 1”, as shown in Figure 2.12, and the measurements are not corrected for
seeing.
The majority of LSBGs seem to be at a low redshift when compared to a J-K vs g-i
plot of all galaxies from the r-band defined GAMA survey. This plot is a good proxy
for photometric redshift and can give a good idea of whether the objects are at high or
low redshift. This is not conclusive however as there is overlap between the contours
making any judgements on distance ambiguous at best. Further follow up is needed to
obtain good spectra for each object in order to accurately determine the redshifts of the
systems.
The measured magnitudes do not, however conform with the original cut made to the
data at an apparent magnitude of 21.3 mag and sit fainter than this limit. This is due
to several factors. One possibility is that the objects are sitting in areas where there
are other faint objects which were not masked out, and which raise the detected flux in
the larger apertures compared to the smaller auto apertures defined by IOTA. Another
reason could be due to uncertain sky subtraction. There will be larger uncertainties in
the larger 15” fixed apertures than there are in the smaller auto apertures.
Figure 2.11 shows how the newly discovered sample compared to the main GAMA
survey. This shows how the systems discovered in this work do not fit with the GAMA
survey data in that they are too faint to be included in any calculations of the GSMF
using the GAMA main survey limit. However, the catalogue can be used in future
studies to generate a test sample for upcoming deep redshift surveys in the same re-
gions. Many of the objects seem to have fairly small effective radii, as seen in Figure
2.12 which does mean that they could be distant galaxies, however they are still de-
tected as LSBGs and so they are still included in the discussion of LSBGs. Note also
SExtractor returns the circularised half-light radius, along the major axis, this will be
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Figure 2.12: The plot describes the distribution of the effective radii (Re) in arcseconds against
the surface brightness measured within that aperture for all confirmed detections. They were
measured using the Z-defined auto apertures created using IOTA. Most of the objects are mea-
sured to have radii on the order of 1′′however these are still objects which were not detected in
the original SDSS catalogue and so are included in the discussion of LSBGs.
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slightly larger in general, and the half-light measurement will be noisy in the r-band
data because the total flux measurement is noisy. The median semi-major axis radius
for the auto aperture, defined using the VIKING Z-band data, is 3.2 arcseconds. Until
true redshifts can be determined for these objects they should remain in the catalogue
as LSBGs.
We have run a Z-band source extraction on the the VIKING mosaics to try and com-
plete the low mass end of the GSMF, the results of this analysis will be described in
the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Determining the GLF and GSMF
using a VIKING-Z band catalogue
GAMA has thus far created a highly complete spectroscopic survey of galaxies in the
local universe, to a magnitude of r = 19.8, over an area of 286 square degrees. From
analysing a z < 0.06 sample of galaxies, the Galaxy stellar Mass Function (GSMF)
was accurately measured down to a stellar mass of M∗ = 108 M (Baldry et al., 2012).
However below this limit the GSMF is less complete because of surface brightness
effects, and the limiting magnitude of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey data.
This work will be used to extend on the SDSS study discussed within Chapter 2. From
the results gathered within the last chapter it is clear that there is a population of pre-
viously undetected LSBG galaxies. Whilst the work towards uncovering these objects
within the SDSS data retrieved no galaxies within the GAMA survey limits (r ≤ 19.8
mag), it did show the potential of the technique and the fact that VIKING Z-band
imaging is deep enough to detect galaxies with a lower surface brightness than SDSS
means it is suitable for expanding the search. This chapter will detail the efforts un-
dertaken to quantify the number of LSBGs within GAMA through the use of deeper
imaging in the hunt for these systems.
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3.1 Detecting Objects
For the start of the analysis it is necessary to extract all of the objects from the three
equatorial GAMA fields in the VIKING Z-band data, SExtractor was used for this
task. It should be noted at this stage that a standard SExtractor run recovers the LSBGs
that were identified in Chapter 2. Even though these are too faint to be included in a
magnitude-limited sample that has a reasonable redshift completeness, it shows that
this SExtractor run on the Z-band will identify lower-SB sources than SDSS.
All of the objects detected were compared, spatially, to the original GAMA sample,
which gave two lists of objects, those detected in the original survey which had been
found again and those newly found from the deeper imaging provided by VIKING.
This catalogue was cleaned of any contaminating data, such as bright stars and arte-
facts, which could affect the GLF or GSMF measurements. Finally the objects in-
cluded within this catalogue were used to calculate the weighting factors to be applied
to all galaxies with a reliable redshift. This is then used to measure the GLF and GSMF
within a redshift range of 0.002 ≤ z ≤ 0.12.
3.1.1 Source Extraction
The VIKING Z-band data was mosaicked by the GAMA team using the SWARP
programme. This combined the individual fields of the VIKING data into three large
images each representing one area of the GAMA survey; G09, G12, and G15. The
zero point for all images was set to 30th magnitude in the AB magnitude system. The
background was estimated and subtracted within the SWARP programme, and is car-
ried out by applying a 128 × 128 pixel grid to the images. VIKING has a pixel scale
of 0.339′′ per pixel, meaning one grid square is ∼ 43′′ × 43′′. This mesh is used to
create a histogram of all pixel values within these areas, and measures the mean and
median of the values. The histogram is clipped to ±3σ around the median followed
by re-measuring the mean, and if the mean value has not changed by more than 20%
then this value is used as the background to be subtracted. In the event that the mean
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value changes by more than 20% then a mode is used for the background. Once this
background has been subtracted from the image a 3× 3 grid is used to smooth the box
and a bi-cubic spline is fitted to the image mesh to smooth over the joins between the
boxes.
Different background mesh sizes were tested as described in Driver et al. (2016). The
chosen initial size, 128 x 128, was considered optimum for GAMA. Flux measure-
ments of galaxies brighter than 14th magnitude were not usually affected when using
this mesh size. In general, only sources of size around an arcminute or larger had no-
ticeable flux subtracted. This is significantly larger than the scale of most LSBGs at
distances > 10 Mpc.
To extract the sources from the images SOURCE EXTRACTOR (SEXTRACTOR) was
used. To use SExtractor a setup file is used to define, for example, the way the back-
ground is measured in the images. The parameters that were changed from the defaults,
for the detection of sources, were as follows:
MAG ZEROPOINT = 30.0
BACK TYPE = MANUAL
BACK VALUE = 0.0
The zero point was set to the value described in Driver et al. (2016) and a manual back-
ground value was chosen to be 0 as background subtraction has already been completed
for the mosaicked images as part of the mosaicking process. This was chosen as the
run is primarily used for detection, a local background subtraction was used later in
the process when determining photometry for the objects.
Despite mostly being used for detection it is still important to correct the magnitudes
from the SExtractor run for Galactic Extinction to more accurately apply cuts to the
catalogue. As can be seen from Figure 3.1 the GAMA regions had minimal extinction
due to dust. This means the corrections will be mostly small, but still important to cal-
culate accurately. To do the corrections the EULER1 IDL routine is used to convert the
RA and Dec coordinates of the objects into Galactic longitude and latitude. These in
1Supplied through the IDL astronomy library http://idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov/contents.html
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Figure 3.1: This is part of figure 2 taken from Baldry et al. (2010) and shows the area of the sky
where the GAMA regions fall in relation to the dust extinction maps of Schlegel, Finkbeiner &
Davis (1998). As can be seen from this figure the GAMA regions fall in areas of relatively low
extinction which gives, specifically for the reason of being able to probe to deeper magnitudes.
The colours describe the r-band extinction in magnitudes: < 0.06 white; 0.06 − 0.20 grey
scale; 0.20− 0.25 black; 0.25− 0.50 orange; and > 0.50 blue.
turn are used to get the extinction correction for that location from the DUST GETVAL2
routine, which took those values from those supplied in Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis
(1998). This returned the E(B-V) value for the Galactic coordinates which, when cor-
rected using an Ax/E(B-V) value for each band, x gives the extinction value to be
applied to the calculated magnitudes. After the corrections were applied to the magni-
tudes a cut of Z = 19.5 was made.
This produced an initial list of objects within the three fields as detected by VIKING.
This would contain a large proportion of artefacts and stars and so had to be further
filtered using a series of procedures detailed below. The SExtractor run will have
detected some LSBGs that exist in the field due to the VIKING imaging having a
deeper magnitude limit, however it will have also returned several artefacts which may
have come from many sources, such as ghosting, or at the joins between images when
the SWARPS were created. Despite problems in the images the limiting magnitude
of the VIKING SWARPs is still an improvement over SDSS. This is shown in Figure
5.1 and is discussed further in Chapter 5. This does show an almost 1 magnitude
improvement over the SDSS compared to a typical low redshift SED.
3.1.2 Removing Artefacts and Stars
The first cuts to the catalogue are to apply limits of:
2Supplied through SDSS idlutils library https://www.sdss3.org/dr8/software/idlutils doc.php
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MAG AUTO3 ≤ 19.5
CLASS STAR ≤ 0.8
The magnitude limit is consistent with the original GAMA catalogues as these images
are being used to fill in the gaps where surface brightness means the object was not
detected. This cut was decided upon based on the information contained within Fig-
ure 3.2, to ensure high spectroscopic completeness within the catalogue from GAMA
sources, This is to ensure when correcting the GLF there is a good sample of galaxies
with measured redshifts to reflect the redshift distribution of the galaxies. The second
parameter is used to remove objects which are determined to be stars. An object is con-
sidered to be highly star-like when its Class Star (CS) value approaches 1. As shown in
Figure 3.3 there is a strong feature around the CS value of 1 which is removed by the
cut. The limit of 0.8 was chosen as a standard cut used on this parameter to separate
stars and non stars. This is only an approximation based on the SExtractor output and
it is likely that stars are left within the catalogue after this cut. A CS value of 0 however
does not mean that the object is a galaxy, it only means it is not star like. This can lead
to misunderstanding of this parameter and is the reason why the cut must be placed at
such a high value. The cut of CS > 0.8 removed some 600,000 star like objects from
the catalogue.
The G15 area in the VIKING Z band images is 99% complete (Driver et al., 2016)
and therefore, has some holes where observations do not exist. These appear as 5
thin strips in a north-south orientation within the SWARPed images. SExtractor had
created a large number of false detections within these areas. Therefore all detections
which fell within the area defined by the missing data were removed. This left holes
within the data which needed to be accounted for when testing how many objects were
missing from the original catalogues.
The next stage in cleaning the catalogue of detections was to apply masks to the data.
As described in section 2.3, bright stars in the images will have an effect on the sur-
rounding pixels. This must be taken into account and so the RA and Dec coordinates of
3This is the magnitude within an SExtractor defined Auto aperture, which is an aperture fit to an
object to measure all of the detectable flux of the galaxy.
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Figure 3.2: Data taken from the r-band aperture matched GAMA catalogue, showing the dis-
tribution of Z-band magnitudes against r-band magnitudes for objects with good redshift mea-
surements. The r-band catalogues were cut at 19.8 based on the completeness from the the
distribution. Therefore, a Z-band limit of 19.5 was decided upon based on this distribution to
ensure that there would be a good sample of galaxies with redshift data to constuct a GSMF.
all detections from the SExtractor run are compared to the Tycho catalogue (Høg et al.,
2000) with a limit of V < 12th magnitude and assigned a proximity value (mask ic;
Baldry et al., 2010) between 1 and 0. Sources with mask ic > 0.5 were removed from
the catalogue. This then leaves a list of objects which must be sorted to determine
which could be new detections. This was achieved by matching the objects to within
2′′ of the original GAMA Tiling Catalogue objects. This produced three tables: (i)
Those already in the GAMA Tiling Catalogues, (ii) New objects within the VIKING
images, (iii) Those objects in the Tiling Catalogue which had not been matched to
VIKING.
The most troubling of these tables was the third. This showed that ∼ 5% of the galax-
ies detected within TilingCat were missing from the SExtractor catalogue after false
detections had been removed. To check the reasons for this, a random sample of 1000
objects were chosen from the missing sample and visually inspected to determine why
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Figure 3.3: Histogram of the class star values output by SExtractor from the initial detection
run of the GAMA mosaics. The parameter ranges from 0 (not star like) to 1 (star like). As is
shown in the plot there are strong features around these two values. The red dotted line shows
the location of the cut applied to the catalogue of a class star value of 0.8. This removes many
of the objects deemed to be stars as well as the extra feature which is seen to occur on the
approach to a value of 1.
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Figure 3.4: 3 examples of objects missing from the VIKING Z-band source extraction cata-
logues which were detected in the SDSS r-band catalogue. Te top row is the objects from the
SDSS imaging and the bottom row represents the same objects from the VIKING imaging.
As can be seen the VIKING imaging has either detected ‘more’ of the object than the SDSS
imaging, thereby moving the centroid by more than 2′′, or has ‘covered’ the object with extra
emmision from another object.
they were not being detected. It was discovered that many of these galaxies were being
obscured by a brighter object, or that the centroid as measured in Z had been relocated
by more than 2′′ compared to that measured in r, and so was not matching to the new
VIKING catalogue. Both sets of coordinates were kept at this stage to be dealt with
later on in the process. Examples of these galaxies are shown in Figure 3.4.
3.1.3 Ghosts in the Images
The VIKING imaging mosaics had a number of quality issues which should be dis-
cussed, as they contribute to the troubles with detecting faint objects. Many of the
newer objects (those with new ID numbers) have been confirmed to be real objects
though visual inspection, however in carrying out this inspection there was a notice-
able, recurring error within the imaging. Figure 3.5 gives several examples of this
issue. It appears to be a 3 × 3 grid of sources always oriented in the same way, but
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Figure 3.5: These are 4 examples of a common 3×3 grid of ghosted sources which are detected
by SExtractor. These are thought to be caused by some internal reflection within the telescope
and then exacerbated through the ‘jittering’ process used to create a complete image.
with different effects i.e. different overall signal or aberration. It is still unknown as
to why this has happened in the imaging, it was first thought to be due to something
on the detector such as a grain of dust however it appears randomly on the sky with
no repeating pattern as you might expect if this was causing it. Another possibility is
that there is some internal reflection caused by the baffling in the telescope, this would
likely appear more randomly in the imaging. Another possible reason for this pattern
could be due to an effect known as persistence in one of the detectors, where a previous
exposure to a bright star remains into following observations. The reason for the 3× 3
grid will most likely be due to the ‘jittering’ the telescope undergoes to fully observe
the field and fill in the gaps around the detectors.
Figure 3.6 gives an idea of other issues with the images, these are all ‘easily’ explained
as artefacts and internal reflection, apart from that shown in the top middle panel. This
describes what looks like a normal detection. However it appears throughout the Z-
band imaging multiple times in the same orientation, described as a rectangular source
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Figure 3.6: Examples of bad imaging quality from the VIKING data. All of the frames are cen-
tred on detection coordinates from SExtractor, and gives some idea of the difficulty in detecting
new objects within the survey data
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Figure 3.7: The two examples given above are displayed in, from left to right, the ZY&J filters
from VIKING, and each row gives an example from a different location on the sky. As can be
seen the object ‘moves’ between the filters and is seen in the same orientaion between the two
different locations. This is most likely an asteroid, as there is movement between fames as well
as an elongation along the path of the object. K and H are not shown as they are observed at
different times meaning the asteroid will have moved from the farme.
which when viewed in successive filters moves from the original position and becomes
fainter until it eventually disappears, this effect is shown with two examples in Figure
3.7. The object is most likely an asteroid, this explains the elongation of the object and
its movement between frames in the direction of the elongation. It also explains why it
does not appear in the K or H bands. The observing pattern of the survey was to carry
out Z, Y&J measurements in one run and the J,H&K in a later run, giving the object
time to move from the area being imaged. These objects will be removed as they are
discovered visually in the catalogues by assigning a flag to identify them as not stars
or galaxies.
3.1.4 Creating a Z selected catalogue
To produce a consistent Z selected catalogue based on the GAMA regions it was nec-
essary to run both the new VIKING detected objects, and the original TilingCat ob-
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jects through IOTA, a wrapper for SExtractor, across all SDSS (ugriz) and VIKING
(ZY JHK) bands. IOTA is given the coordinates of the target object and produces a
1001 × 1001 pixel cutout of the area around the centroid. To avoid running on dupli-
cates, the Z-band VIKING catalogue containing all of the detections from the SEX-
TRACTOR run are matched to the original GAMA catalogue and any objects which
fall within 1′′ of each other are ‘combined’, i.e. the VIKING object is removed and
the matching GAMA source is kept. SExtractor is then run on the ‘primary’ band, in
this case the VIKING Z-band, with a 5′′ detection radius4 from the original point. The
new coordinates and the aperture created for MAG AUTO are then applied to all of the
other bands for detection of the same objects.
The VIKING-only and the targets with GAMA IDs, having both been run through
IOTA, are combined at this point, and the magnitudes corrected for extinction, fol-
lowing the procedure outlined in Section 3.1.2. Known false detections within Tiling-
Cat are also removed using the SURVEY CLASS and VIS CLASS parameters outlined
in Baldry et al. (2010)5. This is to reduce the number of known contaminants from
TilingCat. The table is also matched to the SDSS DR7 catalogue of all galaxies in
SDSS which reside in the GAMA fields. This is used to gather the rpsf a magnitude
calculated using a point-source function, and rmodel parameters (for use in the star
galaxy separation) for SDSS objects. The next stage in creating a Z-defined galaxy
catalogue is to perform an improved star-galaxy separation. This is detailed below
and closely follows the process from Baldry et al. (2010), with modifications made to
parameters based on the data sets presented in this work.
4The 5′′ detection radius is useful for correcting the issue mentioned in Section 3.1.2, where objects
are detected in both the original GAMA catalogues and the new VIKING run but their measured coor-
dinates happen to sit more than 2′′ (the original matching radius) away in the different catalogues. This
will align the coordinates of these objects into a consistent measurement meaning all duplicates can be
effectively removed from the new catalogue.
5SURVEY CLASS is a binary numerical value which describes if the object is real (1) or not (0). This
is driven by the textscvis class parameter, objects are assigned a numerical value after being visually
inspected, 1 for a confirmed object and all other values are for detections caused by some error, such as
image aberrations.
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Star-galaxy separation
The next stage is a more rigorous process to separate the galaxies and the stars. This is
only carried out for objects not found in the original TilingCat as all TilingCat objects
have already had a star-galaxy separation applied. This can be accomplished by ap-
plying constraints to the detections based on several factors. The following constraints
are based on those used by Baldry et al. (2010) and outlined in Section 3 of that work,
with some expansion and changes due to the nature of using different data.
The first constraint is to use the SDSS main galaxy sample (MGS) star-galaxy separa-
tion parameter which was defined following Strauss et al. (2002) as:
∆sg = rpsf − rmodel (3.1)
where rpsf is the point spread function (psf) defined magnitude, and rmodel is the model
magnitude, both measured in the r-band. If the model magnitude differed from the psf-
defined magnitude by a sufficient amount, ∆sg > 0.24, then it was deemed a galaxy6.
This parameter, however, was set based on a galaxy sample measured to r < 17.8
(Strauss et al., 2002), and would likely include compact galaxies at higher redshift and
brighter magnitudes in the cut. Baldry et al. (2010) determined a criterion better suited
to fainter samples based on SDSS stripe 82 data (Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2006),
which has a magnitude limit of r < 19.5, where ∆sg > fsg,slope(rmodel) is defined as:
0.25 x < 19.0
fsg,slope(x) =0.25− 1
15
(x− 19) for 19.0 < x < 20.5
0.15 x > 20.5
(3.2)
It is determined that a more inclusive approach must be used by utilising the colour-
colour diagram of g − i vs. J −K.
6Originally the SDSS MGS limit was set as ∆sg > 0.3 (Strauss et al., 2002) however it was lowered
as a result of the way model magnitudes were calculated
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This method was used to test how well the star-galaxy separation had performed in
the SDSS (Ivezic´ et al., 2002). It was shown to split stars and galaxies quite cleanly,
creating a stellar locus, as is shown by the red plotted line in Figure 3.8. The stellar
locus is fitted using a quadratic function and a new star-galaxy separator is defined as
the separation of J −K from the locus. By applying a function for the stellar locus it
is possible to ‘flatten out’ the stellar locus to enable the application of a simple cut to
the data. This function is given as:
∆sg,JK = JAB −KAB − flocus(g − i) (3.3)
where JAB and KAB are the VIKING J and K band magnitudes, and flocus(g − i) is
defined as:
− 1.7672 x < 0.3
flocus(x) =− 0.94 + 0.615(x)− 0.13(x)2 for 0.3 < x < 2.3
− 0.2132 x > 2.3
(3.4)
The cut of ∆sg,JK ≥ 0.2 is used to separate stars from galaxies. The corrected plot and
the separation parameters are shown in Figure 3.9.
This is used as the main separation parameter between the stars and galaxies. However
it must be used in conjunction with the SDSS MGS main parameters, so as not to
create too hard a cut on the data and not remove galaxies which should be included in
the survey. The overall star galaxy-separation for this survey is given as:
∆sg,JK ≥ 0.2 OR
∆sg ≥ 0.25 OR
∆sg ≥ fsg,slope(x) AND bad J −K colour OR
(3.5)
where a bad J − K colour results if the photometric measurement of either J or K
was erroneous. This is determined by checking for fluxes with the value −9999 from
the SExtractor output. All objects which were not matched to the SDSS catalogues
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Figure 3.8: g − i vs J −K for all detected VIKING sources. The stellar locus is plotted for
clarity. The red line defines this stellar locus as outlined in equation 3.4, and the blue line
represents the star-galaxy separation point.
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Figure 3.9: Data shown in Figure 3.8 but with the J −K colours corrected by flocus(g − i).
This creates a linear cut which can be applied to the data and is shown in blue. The red line
defines the stellar locus.
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were also kept as this cannot be used as a good metric for those objects. With these
parameters applied the stellar locus defined above is removed whilst keeping any ob-
jects which cannot be definitely classified, as shown in Figure 3.10. The next step in
determining the final object list within the catalogue is to decide on the Z band mag-
nitude limit to be applied. From the original SExtractor run there is already a limit of
Zmag ≤ 19.5 which brought the detections into line with the GAMA catalogues. How-
ever with the new, more accurate magnitude measurements from IOTA it is necessary
to redefine this limit based on the completeness in the sample.
Setting the Magnitude Limit
The magnitude limit was defined based on the number of discovered objects per mag-
nitude bin in the survey and the difference in the magnitudes measured by the detection
run and IOTA for each object. Figure 3.11 shows the difference between the SExtrac-
tor detection run magnitudes and those calculated by IOTA. There is little spread in the
difference with the majority of objects magnitudes changing by less than 0.05 mags.
There are a small number of objects however which have a change in their magnitude
of up to 0.2 mags. A survey limit of Z = 19.3 magnitudes was therefore chosen based
on the IOTA magnitudes, 0.2 mags less than the previous limit chosen. This is sup-
ported by Figure 3.12, which shows the number of galaxies per magnitude bin based
on the IOTA magnitudes gathered. All detections with a magnitude fainter than this
limit are removed from the catalogue.
Refining the Completeness
From Figure 3.13 it can be seen that the spectroscopic completeness at bright magni-
tude, Z ≤ 16.5, shows a large dip. Upon visually inspecting a random sample of the
objects causing this discrepancy, it was revealed to be due to bright stars, which do not
have assigned redshifts from the GAMA survey. To account for this it was decided
that these objects should be flagged to indicate that they have been confirmed as not
galaxies. This will mean that they are not considered when calculating the complete-
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Figure 3.10: As Figure 3.8 but with most of the stellar locus removed from the plot using the
processes outlined within this section.
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Figure 3.11: The majority magnitudes measured from the detection run of the VIKING data do
not change more than 0.05 magnitudes when measured more accuratley using IOTA, however
there is some spread at the bottom of the distribution meaning that a small proportion of the
magnitudes have changed by as much as 0.2 magnitudes. This and also Figure 3.12 are used to
define the new magnitude limit.
ness values, to be used in the GLF calculation. As a star-galaxy separation has already
been applied to the catalogue, it can be asserted that these objects do not fall into the
parameter space already removed from the catalogue.
A new metric was used to discover the bright stars still in the catalogue, using an aper-
ture magnitude. This is measured in IOTA and is set as a 5′′ diameter aperture placed
over all target coordinates. This measure was used as a metric to separate galaxies
from bright stars which which still remained in the catalogue. This was achieved by
defining the difference between the 5′′ aperture and the auto aperture as ∆f−m where:
∆f−m = 5′′magnitude− Automag (3.6)
and plotting this against ∆sg,JK as defined in Equation 3.3. This gives Figure 3.14,
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Figure 3.12: The number of galaxies per Z-band magnitude bin over the same range as figure
3.11. The number of objects rises steadily as a power law until an apparent Z-band magnitude
of 19.3 where the function turns over. This describes the point where the sample, based on
the detection-run magnitudes, becomes incomplete and gives confirmation for using a cut of
Z ≤ 19.3
which shows a clear separation between the stars, defined as having similar fixed and
auto magnitudes, and sitting at approximately ∆sg,JK = 0. To define the objects to be
removed the following criteria are applied:
∆sg,JK ≤ 0.22 AND
∆f−m ≤ 0.22 AND
ZAuto ≤ 16.5
(3.7)
All objects which fall within this criteria have their survey class values changed to
0 to define them as not being galaxies, and removes them from any analysis to be
carried out. This removes the majority of the bright stars from the catalogue whilst
only removing one galaxy. This object was visually inspected to check it was a galaxy
and had its survey class value manually reset to 1 to define it as a galaxy.
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Figure 3.13: Spectroscopic completeness showing that at bright magnitudes there is a dip in
the completeness levels of the survey. This has been caused by bright stars remaining in the
survey data which have no redshift information.
With these criteria applied it is also necessary to visually inspect all other objects
which have a magnitude of Z ≤ 16.5 to check whether they are part of another object
in the catalogues, or are not an object. The survey class is set to zero for sources
that are not galaxy targets. This means they will not be considered when calculating
the completeness in the magnitude bins. When these changes have been made to the
catalogue the spectroscopic completeness is considered corrected, as in Figure 3.15.
With the catalogue now finished it is possible to create the GLF for the sample.
3.2 Galaxy Luminosity Function
Using the finished catalogue of sources it is possible to estimate the Galaxy Luminos-
ity Function (GLF) for the data. A completeness value (Ci) must be calculated for
each object with a determined redshift. This weights each object when calculating the
number density for that magnitude bin to account for incompleteness within the survey
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Figure 3.14: The distribution of stars (blue points) and galaxies (red points) for all objects
with redshifts and with a magnitude of Z ≤ 16.5 showing a clear separation. By constraining
boundaries for this distribution it is possible to identify the majority of stars which remaining
in the galaxy catalogue.
data. Secondly 1/(VmaxCi) is calculated for each object, as explained in Section 1.4.
3.2.1 Calculating the K-correction
A K-correction is a factor applied to a magnitude (or flux) which corrects for the red-
shift of the galaxy and represents the magnitude within the galaxy’s rest frame (Huma-
son, Mayall & Sandage, 1956). This correction is not needed when using bolometric
measurements, or when looking at a single emission line, as it is only applicable when
using a photometric filter to observe objects. Only a fraction of the total emission from
the galaxy is seen redshifted into the observer’s frame therefore, when comparing ob-
jects at a range of redshifts it is imperative to correct all their photometric measure-
ments to their respective rest frame. They are applied through a change to the equation
for calculating the absolute magnitude:
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Figure 3.15: Spectroscopic completeness after the constraints to remove bright stars have been
applied and visual classification performed. The feature seen in figure 3.13 has been removed.
Mx = mx −DM −K (3.8)
where Mx the absolute magnitude in a filter x, mx is the apparent magnitude in the
same filter, DM is the distance modulus of the object defined by its redshift, and K is
the K-correction to be applied to the measurement.
In calculating the K-corrections of galaxies within a survey area, several passbands are
needed in order to construct the SED for each of the objects. Templates can then be fit
to the SED of the galaxy knowing which pass band is being corrected, and the redshift
at which the galaxy sits. This fit is constructed through the linear combination of a set
of template spectra, and the best fit to the data which is also non-negative is the one
used. The code KCORRECT V42 (Blanton & Roweis, 2007) follows this method of
prescribing K-corrections, also using the templates and an assumed IMF to calculate
an estimate of the stellar mass system.
Vmax is potentially affected by a differential K-correction (dK). This is the difference
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between the measured K-correction and what the K-correction would be for the galaxy
if it was moved to the most extreme redshift of the sample whilst still being detectable.
The volume limit applied to this survey is 0.002 ≤ z ≤ 0.12, and as Figure 3.16 shows
the K-correction does not vary from a median of 0, therefore on average the dK value
will be negligible. The K-correction is therefore only applied to the galaxies when
calculating the absolute magnitude and is not important for the Vmax calculation. This
is in part due to the flat nature of the universal SED in νfν in the range ∼ 0.8–0.9
microns (Baldry & Glazebrook, 2003; Driver et al., 2012).
3.2.2 Density Correction
The final step before plotting the GLF is to calculate the density-corrected Vmax (V ′max)
values for the survey being used. As mentioned in Chapter 1 the standard measure of
Vmax is susceptible to over-densities and under-densities along the line of sight. These
changes in density must be ‘mapped’ in order to account for them, and to create the
density defined population (DDP) described in section 1.4. To define the DDP for the
population out to the redshift necessary, a volume limited sample must be defined. This
can be done using the information contained within Figure 3.17 showing the absolute
Z-band magnitude against redshift for all objects within the catalogue that have red-
shifts. A cut is applied at the point galaxies are no longer detected as a function of
redshift, as described by the blue dashed line in Figure 3.17, in order to define the den-
sity variations over the whole survey. However at a redshift of z = 0.12 the limiting
magnitude of MZ = −19.5, whilst offering good statistics for fitting the turnover in
the GLF or GSMF, is not a good fit for truly defining the DDP at fainter magnitudes,
and therefore is not sufficient for defining this function. It was shown by Mahtessian
(2011) that it is possible to define different volumes within the survey limits and effec-
tively stitch the resulting DDPs together to generate a final DDP for the survey volume.
Therefore a second volume limited sample to redshift z = 0.065 was defined and by
using Figure 3.17 as a guide this gives an absolute magnitude limit of MZ = −18.
This gives more accuracy in determining V ′max of low magnitude objects.
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Figure 3.16: The distribution of the measured K-correction in the Z-band against redshift (z).
The red points describe the median value for the K-correction at the corresponding z. The
median values up to z = 0.12 are approximately flat. This means that the dK would be on
average 0 and so no correction is needed when determining Vmax
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Figure 3.17: Absolute Z-band magnitude versus redshift for all galaxies with a well defined
redshift measurement. The range of redshifts describes the limits used in the production of
this work’s GLF and GSMF. This information was used to create the volume limited samples
needed to create the DDP for weighting Vmax. The red and blue boxes define the population
used to calculate the density corrections for the survey at z = 0.065 and z = 0.12 respectively.
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Figure 3.18: The change in number density of the population of galaxies vs redshift bin for two
volume limited samples.
Figure 3.18 shows the number density per volume bin for the two volume limited
samples to be ‘stitched together’ to create the DDP to be used. As can be seen in
this plot there is a lower number density produced by the sample covering the most
volume. This is due to the magnitude limit for the larger volume sample covering
fewer of the galaxies at the low redshift range. The cumulative number density is
plotted and normalised to a value of one at the highest redshift limit of the sample
(z = 0.12).
Figure 3.19 shows this relative number density (fv(z) = ρddp(z1; z)/ρddp(z1; z2)) for
the complete ‘stitched’ samples. By normalising the distribution by the maximum
number density over the survey range a distribution has been created which represents
the correction factor in equation 1.5. Therefore by interpolating the zmax value calcu-
lated for each object, using the method described in section 1.4.2, a value is generated
which can be directly applied to Vmax to create V ′max. Figure 3.20 shows a comparison
between Vmax and V ′max.
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Figure 3.19: Variation in number density shown by the DDP to be used in the density-corrected
V ′max method. The solid line represents the the number density of the combined volume limited
samples divided by the total number density of the survey (0.0081 Mpc−3) from z = 0.002 to
the maximum redshift of z = 0.12 normalised to the highest redshift bin. The dashed line shows
where over-densities and under-densities lye compared to this normalised point for clarity.
3.2.3 Calculating Completeness
The data from the GAMA II r ≤ 19.8 survey is highly complete spectroscopically,
and completeness values are near unity regardless of how the sample is divided. Here,
we are using a new input catalogue which includes a large number of previously un-
detected objects, which means the redshift survey is not complete in some areas of
the parameter space. In order to account for this, correction values must be calcu-
lated based on some physical parameters of the data in order to correct for the missing
spectroscopic data in the survey.
The completeness value to be applied to V ′max can be calculated, in a simplistic way,
by taking the bin values from Figure 3.15 and applying them to the corresponding
galaxies within that bin. However, this is unlikely to produce a reliable result because
the underlying assumption is that the galaxies without a redshift in a bin have similar
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Figure 3.20: Comparison between standard Vmax and density-corrected V ′max. The black distri-
bution shows Vmax. The scatter at brighter magnitudes is from the inclusion of the K-correction
on the magnitudes. The red line represents V ′max. A minimum value was used for V ′max of
100 Mpc3 as the DDP contains very few objects below this volume.
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properties to the other galaxies within that bin. A more accurate correction which can
be applied is through the use of g − i and J − K colours. As explained in chapter 2
these colours are linked to the redshift and SED of the system. Splitting the catalogue
into different magnitude bins, and then using the colour values to two-dimensionally
bin objects in the plot, ensuring more than 50 galaxies per bin to be statistically signif-
icant, generates a more physically motivated completeness correction for each galaxy.
Again the value used is the fraction of photometric objects which have spectroscopy
in each bin. These distributions are shown in Figure 3.21. A main assumption of the
corrections therefore is that the redshift distribution of the galaxies with redshifts is the
same as those without redshifts for each colour-colour-magnitude bin.
As shown on the figure the levels of completeness increase towards brighter magni-
tudes, however this makes sense as most of the objects in this bin will have been
detected in the original GAMA survey, meaning a larger proportion of the objects
will have a well defined redshift measurement, compared to the fainter magnitude bin,
which has a far larger share of the newer objects found at faint magnitudes. Each ob-
ject within the plots is then matched with the correction value of the bin in which it
resides to obtain its Ci value when calculating the GLF or GSMF.
3.2.4 Determining the GLF
The first thing to do before determining the GLF is to define the sample to be used to
create it. As discussed previously not all galaxies in the SExtracted sample can be used.
For a galaxy to be included it must first fall within the redshift limits for the analysis,
these limits being 0.002 ≤ z ≤ 0.12. The upper limit of z = 0.12 was chosen as the
increased volume allows the accurate measurement of the bright end of the GLF, whilst
not being significantly affected by evolution and keeping good statistics for luminosity
and mass bins as shown in Figure 3.17. The lower limit of z = 0.002 is required to
remove any objects which have either been given an incorrect redshift or are stellar in
nature. Another criterion to use is a parameter called nQ, which describes how good
the redshift determination is for a given object as described by the GAMA samples. A
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Figure 3.21: Completeness distributions based on the g − i versus J −K colour distribution.
The contours represent the overall distribution in the data, overlaid are the bin positions. The
colours are defined within the legend of each plot. The three plots represent the three apparent
magnitude bins which the data were split into. These are, from left to right; 19.3 ≥ mz > 19.0,
19.0 ≥ mz > 18.5, and 18.5 ≥ mz . The completeness in the brightest magnitude bin is rather
uniform and close to 1 for most of the bins, whereas in the faintest bin there is more incomplete
as more new objects are added to the distribution from VIKING. This is significantly larger than
the magnitude of most LSBGs at distances > 10 Mpc.
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limit of nQ ≥ 3 is used to remove all poor redshift measurements. The final criterion
is to use the SURVEY CLASS parameter. This has been used throughout to ensure only
‘true’ objects are included at all parts of the analysis. Therefore only objects with a
SURVEY CLASS> 0 are used. The final set of criteria is listed below:
z ≤ 0.12 AND
z ≥ 0.002 AND
nQ ≥ 3 AND
SURVEY CLASS > 0
(3.9)
Once all the constituent parts of V ′max have been defined, the next step is to combine
them to create the GLF. The GLF is an important metric for measuring the number
density of galaxies, as it relies only on the flux measurements of the sample.
To plot the GLF requires the application of the Ci values calculated and the density-
corrected V ′max values calculated for each galaxy. The average Ci applied to an object
within a certain magnitude bin is shown in Figure 3.22 and shows how at brighter
magnitudes the correction factors approach a value of 1, showing that in terms of their
redshift measurements the brightest galaxies are mostly complete.
Figure 3.23 shows the GLF plotted both with and without the correction factor applied
to each galaxy. It highlights the importance of applying these correction factors to the
galaxies to account for missing objects as the effect is most noticeable and significant
at fainter magnitude limits.
Figure 3.24 shows the newly defined Z-band GLF compared to past GLF measure-
ments by Kelvin et al. (2014a) and Loveday et al. (2012). The points plotted from
Kelvin et al. (2014a) show the binned values calculated to an absolute magnitude limit
of ∼ −18 mag. They show a good agreement up to the turn over in the Kelvin et al.
(2014a) data at ∼ −18.5, at which point the deeper VIKING data carries on to fainter
magnitudes. The Loveday et al. (2012) results plotted here also show good agreement
over the range covered by the Kelvin et al. (2014a) results, however at both bright and
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Figure 3.22: Average correction factor applied to the galaxies within each Z-band defined
bin. Brighter objects tend to be in complete bins compared to their fainter counterparts. The
brightest bin seems to show a decline from this trend. This is due to a small number of objects
counting toward this value, and as the error shows the scatter in this bin is relatively large.
faint magnitudes the agreement breaks down. This is believed to have been caused for
several reasons. At the bright end of the function it appears that the measured number
density is below that of Loveday et al. (2012), this may have been caused by the way
the objects fluxes have been measured in the two studies.
As already mentioned the magnitudes in this study were measured using AUTO aper-
tures, whilst those from Loveday et. al. were measured using Sersic apertures. The
AUTO apertures may have failed when trying to measure the larger galaxies which
would mean the magnitude was being underestimated for the systems meaning the
bright end of the GLF looks under-dense. At the faint end the problem is the opposite
way round, the Loveday et. al. results are now under-dense compared to the new re-
sults. This isn’t so much of a problem as an increase was expected due to increased
sensitivity to LSBGs within the VIKING Z-band study, however this is a large dif-
ference. There are several possible contributing factors to why there is such a large
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Figure 3.23: The GLF with corrections both applied and not. When taken in conjunction
with Figure 3.22 it can be seen why the largest effect is on the fainter bins, where the spread in
correction factors is greatest. These corrections mean the Vmax value decreases for each galaxy
thereby making 1/Vmax larger and inflating the value of the bin it is contained in. The effect
is most noticeable when a large number of the objects which make up the bin are corrected by
values lower than 1.0.
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difference between the results of this survey and those of Loveday et al. (2012). A
difference in how the Ci values were calculated could lead to a difference especially at
the low mass end of the function. Another possible reason could be the density correc-
tion, which was performed using a different method to this VIKING Z-band survey.
And also the measurements have been made in different images and slightly different
filters, the Loveday et al. (2012) results being measured in SDSS z-band and the results
of this survey, as already mentioned, being measured in the VIKING Z-band. All of
these reasons could have contributed to the eventual discrepancy at the low mass end
resulting in a lower correction being applied to the results of Loveday et al. (2012).
A contributing factor to the under-density may be the Ci values calculated for the two
studies, as Loveday et al. (2012) used several factors to calculate the incompleteness
in each bin, namely the spectroscopic incompleteness, incompleteness due to surface
brightness, and incompleteness in the survey in general. This may have led to an
overcorrection at the faint end of the distribution and so sits lower than if a similar
correction had been applied to the new study.
Comparison with the Cluster Environment
A comparison between clusters and the field when discussing the GLF is interesting
at this point. As stated in Chapter 1, when cataloguing a cluster environment focused
searches of a fixed region are carried out, making it easier to refine a survey to detect
LSBGs in the cluster. Ferguson & Binggeli (1994) did a comparison of GLFs, primar-
ily looking at dwarf ellipticals, within the cluster and field environments. They find that
in general the low luminosity end of the functions is where you see the biggest differ-
ence with steeper slopes exhibited at the faint end of the function in clusters compared
with the field. This conclusion is also supported in this work when comparing Figure
3.24 and Figure 3.25, taken from Popesso et al. (2006). They are a good comparison
to the field GLF presented here as they include the SDSS z-band and use a composite
of ∼ 70 clusters from the RASS-SDSS galaxy cluster survey. There is a clear ‘steep-
ening’ at the low luminosity range in their results. Note that the measurement at the
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Figure 3.24: The GLF as compared to other studies from Kelvin et al. (2014a) and Loveday
et al. (2012). It shows good approximation with both past results at fand around the break
luminosity for the distribution. However, at bright and faint magnitudes there appears to be
some disagreement with Loveday et al. (2012). At faint magnitudes this is likely due to how
the Ci values for each galaxy are calculated in the different studies. Loveday et al. (2012) uses
several factors to come to a final result, namely surface brightness, colour and overall com-
pleteness of the survey. This may lead to some differences in correction in the faint magnitude
bins. The discrepancy at bright magnitudes may be due to the way the magnitudes are mea-
sured. Loveday et al. (2012) use a Sersic aperture whereas the apertures from this study are
Auto. Some auto apertures may be failing at bright magnitudes meaning the flux may have
been underestimated for some galaxies, which may explain the discrepancy.
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lowest luminosities relies on photometric selection of cluster galaxies. They do not
have redshifts to these low luminosities.
A conclusion of this could be that there are more low luminosity galaxies as a whole
in clusters pushing up the number densities compared to the field. Another could be
that due to the difficulties in discovering LSBGs in the field compared to the focused
survey of a cluster that this is simply a selection bias and a by product of better SNR
in cluster surveys. Various studies have been carried out on whether there is a surface
brightness selection effect in the construction of the GLFs for the two environments
and have concluded that this selection effect could not wholly account for the differ-
ences (eg. Lacey et al., 1993). The most compelling argument for the difference other
than selection bias is the environmental differences. Clusters are by their nature more
gravitationally turbulent than the field with more interaction between systems. Tidally
stripping galaxies, mergers, other gravitational effects could all come together to ‘cre-
ate’ more of these low mass systems than are seen through non turbulent hierarchical
formation.
3.3 Galaxy Stellar Mass Function
As well as the luminosity function it is also important to plot the mass function as a
cosmological check to simulations. To do this masses must be estimated for the objects
in the catalogue with defined redshifts, however none of the corrections or Vmax values
need to be recalculated. This is the strength of the density-corrected Vmax method
(Baldry et al., 2012) as the assumptions of the completeness corrections hold. As stated
in the above sections the binning to calculate the completeness was carried out using
colour-colour-mag parameters and assumes that the redshift distribution for galaxies
without redshifts is the same as those with. Of course when estimating the masses of
the systems a mass to light ratio (M/L) is used which will depend on colour, and the
method employed to calculate the completeness will be dependent on the M/L and the
approximate redshifts of the systems, however this is the procedure for estimating the
GSMF given a spectroscopically incomplete Z-band limited sample. The following
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Figure 3.25: A composite GLF taken from Popesso et al. (2006) from the SDSS z-band. The
composites are made up of the conglomeration of∼ 70 galaxy clusters. As can be seen there is
a clear steepening of the number density of low luminosity objects, compared with that of the
field GLF presented in this work and others, as shown in Figure 3.24.
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sections will describe estimating the masses for the sample of galaxies and plotting the
GSMF.
3.3.1 Mass Estimation
The mass function is created in the same way as the luminosity function, and because
the sample being used is the same all of the Vmax, k-correction, Ci, and density correc-
tions are the same for the objects being plotted. The only noticeable difference is that
masses are now assigned to each galaxy. This was carried out using two techniques
which have been shown to give good approximations for masses. The first using a
linear equation based on the rest frame of the observed systems as laid out in Taylor
et al. (2011). The second utilises spectral template fitting as produced by the code
to measure the K-corrections for the galaxies (KCORRECT V4 2; Blanton & Roweis,
2007).
It has been shown that the M/L of a system in the i-band or Z-band can be well approx-
imated from the (g − i) colour of the system using a linear approximation (Gallazzi &
Bell, 2009; Zibetti, Charlot & Rix, 2009; Taylor et al., 2010):
log
(M
Li
)
= a+ b(g − i) (3.10)
where M is the stellar mass and Li is the luminosity in solar units. Estimates of
a and b vary greatly in the literature, for instance Bell et al. (2003) found values of
a = −0.152 and b = 0.518 whereas Zibetti, Charlot & Rix (2009) give a = −1 and
b = 1. However, Taylor et al. (2011) were able to constrain values from fitting to the
GAMA data of a = −0.68 and b = 0.73. These values are close to those obtained in
some other studies, for example Kauffmann et al. (2003) fitted to SDSS colours and
produced stellar mass estimates.
Blanton & Roweis (2007) use template fitting to SEDs to estimate the stellar masses,
and is presented as a by product of their efforts to produce k-correction estimates for
objects within the survey. This method however relies heavily on obtaining good pho-
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tometry for the templates to be fitted to, if the photometry is bad then the mass esti-
mates will be incorrect.
There is, of course, another factor which must be taken into account when using spec-
tral fitting and that is the effect the initial mass function (IMF) will have on the out-
come. The IMF describes initial distribution of stars as a function of their mass within
the system. This is important as the assumptions made when choosing the IMF will
have a final effect on the mass prescribed to a galaxy. An IMF where the majority of
the system is made up of low mass stars will be given a different mass than those with
a distribution describing a higher number of high mass stars. This topic is of course a
thesis in itself and not something for this work necessarily. There is evidence to sug-
gest that the IMF could be dependent on galaxy mass, based on spectral features and
dynamics (van Dokkum & Conroy, 2012; Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012; van Dokkum
et al., 2016; Conroy, van Dokkum & Villaume, 2017), which would mean using a fixed
IMF may not be pertinent, however direct measures of the IMF, based on star counts in
the solar neighbourhood, have shown no deviation from a Chabrier (2003) IMF (Bas-
tian, Covey & Meyer, 2011). Based on this analysis the IMF used is that of Chabrier
(2003), in order to stay consistent with the method used by Taylor et al. (2011).
Figure 3.26 shows how the majority of masses calculated using these two methods
match with good agreement. There is however, an obvious population of outliers where
the masses do not agree. It was initially assumed that the error came from the Taylor
et al. (2011) method, and that the masses had been overestimated. However, when the
population was checked it was discovered that it was in fact the Blanton & Roweis
(2007) method which had caused the errors as all objects with large chi-squared (χ2)
values fell within this region. Therefore, it is was decided to use a mixture of the
estimated masses from the two methods. Any objects which were χ2 ≥ 450 from the
template fitting instead has its mass estimated using equation 3.10.
The obvious question at this point in the analysis is why not just use the linear estima-
tion for the mass? One reason is because equation 3.10 was calculated using a template
fitting method to GAMA data, and describes a best fit to those estimates, this means
that the errors on these measurements are rather more unconstrained than those given
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Figure 3.26: This describes the masses estimated through the two methods discussed in this
section. There is a clear agreement between the two methods for the most part with some
scatter, however there is a clear population where the two estimates disagree. This has been
caused by poor photometry in one or more bands meaning the template fitting method has
underestimated the mass of these systems. For these objects the linear approximation was used
in place of the template fitted estimates.
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by purely using the template fitting method. How well the linear estimation works but
also the scatter at all points of the distribution can be seen from Figure 12 in Taylor
et al. (2011). Also, as already stated, the masses provided through the KCORRECT
V4 2 code, come with measured χ2 values, this makes detecting bad mass estimates
easier. If there is a problem with the fitting it is likely to be due to poor photometry in
several bands, therefore using the linear approximation is advantageous in this scenario
because only two photometric bands (g & i) are required for the estimate.
3.3.2 Plotting the GSMF
Figure 3.27 shows the GSMF of the Z-defined galaxy sample (binned values are shown
in Table 3.1 plotted with the non-parameterised results from Baldry et al. (2012)).
There is strong agreement between the two sets of results, as one would expect, at
M∗ ≥ 108 M. Below this mass the points become much more unconnected as in-
completeness becomes a problem. However, as was predicted in Baldry et al. (2012)
the low mass end of the GSMF, when plotted using the deeper Z-defined survey data
shows a marked increase in the number density.
As when plotting the GLF it is possible to compare the results to those calculated more
recently within the same regions. Kelvin et al. (2014b) produced a set of GSMFs based
on the GAMA data, split into morphological type in all nine bandwidths of the GAMA
survey (ugrizY JHK). This is shown in Figure 3.27 by plotting the SDSS z-band
parameterised results of all galaxies from the study. It shows that the two surveys are
consistent with each each other at the mass range covered.
Double Schechter Function
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the GSMF can be well fit by using a double schechter
function. This is essentially two power laws which describe the shape of the GSMF
generated. Figure 3.28 shows the fit to the data generated from this study, along with a
comparison to that found by Baldry et al. (2012). It would seem from first glance that
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Table 3.1: Binned values for the Z-band defined GSMF shown in Figure 3.27. φ is the number
density in each bin. The errors were calculated as the square root of the sum of the weights
squared.
log(M/M) bin width φ/10−3 error number
mid point dex−1 Mpc−3
6.25 0.5 49.4 30.4 6
6.75 0.5 75.1 31.4 29
7.1 0.2 33.5 9.2 16
7.3 0.2 47.7 8.7 36
7.5 0.2 31.5 5.8 45
7.7 0.2 24.6 4.4 74
7.9 0.2 25.6 2.7 160
8.1 0.2 28.0 2.0 282
8.3 0.2 25.6 1.4 462
8.5 0.2 20.4 1.1 656
8.7 0.2 14.6 0.62 926
8.9 0.2 13.0 0.44 1402
9.1 0.2 10.9 0.30 1971
9.3 0.2 9.36 0.21 2598
9.5 0.2 7.83 0.16 2908
9.7 0.2 6.85 0.14 2893
9.9 0.2 6.34 0.14 2753
10.1 0.2 5.89 0.12 2623
10.3 0.2 5.39 0.11 2392
10.5 0.2 4.95 0.11 2210
10.7 0.2 3.48 0.088 1558
10.9 0.2 2.18 0.072 958
11.1 0.2 0.889 0.045 389
11.3 0.2 0.269 0.025 117
11.5 0.2 0.0741 0.013 31
11.7 0.2 0.0118 0.0053 5
11.9 0.2 0.0112 0.0056 4
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Figure 3.27: The Z-band GSMF represented by the black circles is plotted here with past
survey results by Baldry et al. (2012) (red points) and Kelvin et al. (2014b) (green points).
There is strong correlation between the three measurments at M∗ ≥ 108 M, however there is
a noticeable rise in number density below this mass threshold compared to the quoted results
by Baldry et al. (2012).
the data at the low mass end does not, in fact, show a rise in number density compared
to Baldry et al. (2012) as stated earlier, but actually shows a shallower function for the
low mass end. This is due to the way the two functions were fit to their data. The
VIKING data was fit for all data points of M∗ > 106 M, whereas the Baldry et al.
(2012) fit was generated from only M∗ > 108 M. Until this point in the two data sets
there is good agreement, it is only after going to lower masses that a significant rise
is seen in the VIKING data. This means therefore that the rise seen in the fit to the
Baldry et al. (2012) data is not a representation of the data below M∗ = 108 M, and
is in fact only an extrapolation of the data to that point.
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Figure 3.28: The black line represents the fit to the data of M∗ > 106 M for all galaxies at
redshifts of z < 0.12. The blue line is the Schechter function produced from Baldry et al.
(2012), which shows good agreement until ∼ 108.5 M. This is due to the data only being fit
to 108 M meaning after that point is just extrapolation of the line.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Defining the completeness correction
In determining the GLF or GSMF for the survey care must be taken to account for those
galaxies which do not have accurate redshift measurements. To do this a completeness
correction (Ci) is applied to the galaxies with redshifts, which is based on the number
of galaxies which have a similar distribution in some parameter space. This mean
that there is an underlying assumption that the redshift distribution of galaxies with
redshifts is the same as those without redshifts.
In section 3.2.3 the process of defining the final Ci values for the galaxies was de-
scribed. The method used was a 3-dimensional binning of the available data using
g− i, J −K, and finally the apparent Z-band magnitudes of the systems. Other meth-
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ods of calculating Ci were tried, one of which is briefly mentioned in section 3.2.3,
a 1-Dimensional (1D) method, binning by the apparent Z-band magnitude of the ob-
jects and using the spectroscopic completeness in each of these bins to determine a
correction factor as defined in Figure 3.15. Another useing the surface brightness and
apparent magnitude of the objects, to determine the correction, in a similar way to the
3D method with 2D binning. The initial distribution is shown in Figure 3.29 where
the newly discovered VIKING objects have been separated from the already defined
GAMA sample to indicate the parameter space defined by the new objects. The dis-
tribution was broken up into bins, defined by a central point and the spectroscopic
completeness of each bin is measured, the resulting Ci values are shown in Figure
3.30.
However, when using these other methods to plot the GLF and GSMF there was a
rise in the number densities for M∗ ≤ 109.5M in the GSMF, this is best illustrated
in Figure 3.31. The Ci value relies on similar galaxies being grouped together into
each bin so as to correctly ascertain where there needs to be a correction, however
relying so heavily on the apparent magnitude of the systems leads to a situation where
a high mass galaxy is sitting in a bin with very low completeness due to having a faint
apparent magnitude. It will not necessarily be grouped together with similar galaxies.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.32.
When taken in conjunction with Figure 3.30 it becomes clear why there is an issue
in calculating the completeness this way. By plotting the Z-band apparent magnitude
against the stellar mass of the systems it becomes apparent that using apparent magni-
tude as a parameter in this way will not work, as there is a spread in the distribution
which covers the lowest masses up to ∼ 109.5M at the faintest magnitudes, which
correspond to the lowest completeness bins in Figure 3.30. This means that although
some of these galaxies will have been well sampled due to their higher mass, that the
GSMF at M∗ ≤ 109.5M will be artificially raised by the presence of low complete-
ness systems. This is ultimately why a colour distribution was chosen as this bias is
not present.
By using the g−i vs J−K distribution split into apparent magnitude bins this problem
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Figure 3.29: The two sets of contours are created using the same binning (0.3 × 0.3) and
levels (10, 20, 40, 80, and 160). All data is selected to have, survey class ≥ 1 which means
that they have at least not been confirmed to be erronious. The bulk of the newly detected
VIKING objects sit at the far end of the original distribution, this shows the high completeness
of the original study at magnitudes brighter than the SDSS survey limits. There is also seen an
extended distribution of objects which have faint magnitudes and surface brightnesses, showing
the improved detection rate of LSBGs, however it must be stated that not all objects have been
visually checked and some may turn out not to be real.
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Figure 3.30: Using this information correction factors were generated as the spectroscopic
completeness of the bins, represented approximately by the color of the bin. Again showing
how as fainter magnitudes are approached more of the galaxies have no defined redshift, due
to the newly discovered objects populating that area of the distribution shown in Figure 3.29.
The legend describes the completeness of the bins in the plot.
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Figure 3.31: The GSMF using different Ci values to determine the final correction. The Ci
values were calculated using a 1D method, 2D method using Surface Brightness, the GSMF
calculated in Baldry et al. (2012) and the method used in this thesis. The rise in number density
in all bins of M∗ ≤ 109.5M is clearly seen, showing a systematic overcorrection as galaxies
are grouped which do not have similar redshift distributions.
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Figure 3.32: Showing the distribution of Z-band apparent magnitude against mass using those
galaxies with redshifts. The spread of mass at each apparent magnitude bin shows how galax-
ies which may be well sampled, for instance those with a mass of M∗ ∼ 109.5M, are being
affected by the large number of new objects at faint apparent magnitude. When taken in con-
junction with Figure 3.29, where it is clear to see the low completeness bins at faint magnitudes,
the issue becomes more apparent. Because of this bins of M∗ ≤ 109.5M have their values in-
creased due to low completeness. The stripes are naturally occurring due to large scale structure
in the GAMA regions.
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can be reduced. As the distribution has some connection to the redshift of the objects
creating it as outlined in Chapter 2, means that it is more likely that objects in a bin
are more closely related to the objects occupying that same bin. This in the end is why
this distribution is used to correct for missing redshifts in the volume.
The problem with completeness
During this chapter great emphasis was placed on measuring the completeness of the
survey, based on the number of photometric objects with spectroscopy, using differ-
ent constraints to quantify completeness values (magnitude, surface brightness, and
colour). However these completeness corrections were based on the idea that the pho-
tometric survey had a completeness of 1 across all magnitudes within the survey limits.
Whilst this may be true for brighter magnitudes (Z . 17.5) the same cannot be said
for fainter magnitudes. As the magnitude and surface brightness limits are approached
for a survey the completeness of that survey will start to go down as objects are not
detected due to surface brightness.
The cut of Z = 19.3 in this survey was based mostly on using Figures 3.12. This
shows that the number of galaxies increases as a power law when measured as a func-
tion of apparent magnitude. When this distribution turns over it is assumed that the
completeness limit in magnitude is reached for the survey. However is this really true?
It must be assumed that this is the case when conducting a survey, as it is impossible
to quantify what one does not know is there, but in reality it is a harder question to
answer. This is a technique used in other surveys to determine where the completeness
limit of said survey lies, for instance GAMA, but using deeper imaging more objects
are discovered which fall in the parameter space of the original survey e.g. Figure
3.29, therefore the assumption that the photometric completeness is 1 is unlikely to be
accurate. In the next Chapter, we describe a pilot study to search for LSBGs missed in
the Z-band by the standard SExtractor run.
There will always be an issue with surface brightness limits when conducting a large
survey, and therefore the true photometric completeness of the survey will always be a
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problem. However the method used here at least limits the chances of missed objects
by using the apparent magnitude of the objects to limit what goes into the final cata-
logue. As advances in telescope and detector technology continue to push to fainter
magnitudes the lower limit imposed on the data for being complete will continue to
be pushed also. The author of this work fully expects that the catalogue presented
here will have new objects included within the survey limits of this survey from future
work.
3.4.2 LSBGs within the study
Figure 3.29 gives an indication that the number of known LSBGs within the survey
area has been increased relative to the original GAMA catalogues. These have been
checked to ensure the detections are not due to image quality issues. As discussed
earlier in the thesis the definition of an LSBG is not completely set, the main threshold
of surface brightness has not been definitively tied down in the literature, however most
studies of these objects use the definition Impey, Burkholder & Sprayberry (2001) of
µcentral,B ≥ 23 mag arcsec−2. This is not useful in this case as information is not
gathered on the objects in the B-band therefore, using Figure 3.29, and the definitions
defined in Chapter 1, a limit is set of µZ ≥ 23 mag arcsec−2, based on the maximum
limit of the main bulk of objects in the survey at low magnitudes. This limit more than
doubles the number of objects within this range, from 1021 objects from the GAMA
catalogues to a total of 2692 objects in the newly created catalogue, an increase of
∼ 164% over the old survey. Some examples of LSBGs found within the survey are
given in Figure 3.33, this is only a small selection of the LSBGs from the study, and
only includes galaxies with a surface brightness greater than ∼ 23.5 mag arcsec−2.
This was just the parameter space visually searched for erroneous detections and notes
were made as to any good examples of LSBGs which had been discovered.
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Figure 3.33: The figure shows a small sample of some of the LSBGs which were detected using
the VIKING image data. As can be seen most are diffuse objects which are difficult to pick out
against the background even with the eye, which is good at pattern recognition. The frames are
centred on the objects of interest and are 20′′ × 20′′
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Figure 3.34: Only galaxies with good redshifts ie. nQ ≥ 3 are included in the plot. This was to
be compared to Figure 11 in Baldry et al. (2012) as a sanity check that the surface brightnesses
were sensible and followed a similar trend to the original GAMA survey. The points which fall
in the upper right of the plot however needed to be checked as they lie suspiciously outside the
boundaries of the main grouping. This led to the discovery of the bad images represented in
Figure 3.35
3.4.3 Surface brightness, limits and challenges
In imaging surveys there is an implicit problem with surface brightness. It is a diffi-
cult to define the surface brightness limit within a survey and this can have real effects
on the faint end of the GLF, making it difficult to know when you are approaching
a maximum value for the distribution at this end (Phillipps & Disney, 1986; Cross &
Driver, 2002). This is why surveys such as VIKING are important to really push the
understanding of these systems and how they contribute to the distribution of matter
throughout the Universe. However, defining the surface brightness limit is still diffi-
cult, especially with VIKING. As noted in Section 3.1.3 there are a large number of
image quality issues, to the extent that by plotting the number of galaxies per surface
brightness bin would not reliably return a true turn over to help define the limit of the
survey.
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Figure 3.35: These have clearly been affected by bright sources in the field where a diffraction
spike have affected the measured aperture which have affected the surface brightness measure-
ment. They have not had a affect on the overall GSMF population however as they fall at high
mass and have not changed the bin values.
These same image quality issues have also had an impact on the known galaxies within
the survey. When plotting the Z-band half light surface brightness for the survey
against stellar mass (Figure 3.34) it became obvious that there was a problem. As
illustrated in Figure 3.35 there is a population of galaxies which had been discovered
with faint surface brightness measurements and high masses. These objects were vi-
sually inspected to determine if this was a real effect. Some of these galaxies were
discovered to be real with no obvious ill affects to distort the detection. However, there
were several examples of galaxies which were being affected by bright sources in the
nearby field and therefore affecting the profile of the galaxies. As can be seen in Figure
3.35 this is mostly caused by diffraction spikes from nearby bright stars going through
the centre of the galaxy in the images. This likely had an affect on the Ci values as
determined through binning in surface brightness and apparent magnitude, as it may
have led to some actually bright galaxies being placed in incorrect incomplete bins.
This will need to be cleared up with future surveys.
There are a number of potential issues which may be present in the calculation of the
number density, when considering the more complete GSMF shown in figure 3.27.
As stated earlier in this work, the most easily detectable galaxies are those with lower
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mass to light ratios e.g. LSBGs with active star forming regions, if galaxies have higher
mass to light ratios it is likely they will have been missed by the detection algorithms
applied to the images by SExtractor and so will be missing from the completeness
corrections applied to the GSMF. There is also the possibility that any new LSBGs
detected will have had different properties to those galaxies in the same colour-colour-
magnitude bins when calculating the completeness corrections, which may have ad-
versely affected the correction of those galaxies. This can be rectified by obtaining
spectroscopic redshifts for a significant fraction of these new LSBGs.
3.5 Summary & Conclusions
Using VIKING Z-band imaging data centred around the GAMA equatorial regions,
a catalogue was constructed of all objects whose magnitudes fall within the range
Z ≤ 19.3 mags. This was achieved running SExtractor on the images to detect all
objects in the survey data, and then using the information obtained from this SExtractor
run to refine the catalogue to include only objects which could be considered real.
This involved using several tests to separate stars and galaxies, and to compile lists
of detections which fell outside ‘standard’ parameters and visually inspecting them.
The final catalogue of VIKING sources was matched to the GAMA input catalogues
so as to identify all new detections. Figure 3.29 shows where the ‘new’ objects fall in
relation to the GAMA input catalogues, mostly the new detections fall at the fainter
end of the distribution and have also increased the number of detected LSBGs in the
survey area.
The collated data was then used to construct a GLF and GSMF, through calculating
density corrected V ′max values for all of the candidate objects which had reliable red-
shifts. Correction values were calculated for each V ′max based on the fraction of galax-
ies which had spectroscopy compared to the number of photometric objects within
a defined bin. Three different methods for defining the bins were tested, using a 1
dimensional approximation based on the apparent magnitude of the detection, a 3 di-
mensional approximation using g − i versus J −K colours and apparent magnitude,
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and a final 2 dimensional approximation using surface brightness and apparent magni-
tude. It was decided to use the colour-colour method as it is more closely linked with
physical characteristics of the objects. These parameters were used to construct the
GLF, which is then compared to earlier versions to determine if there has been signif-
icant change at the faint end of the distribution.The final stage in the analysis was to
calculate the masses for all objects with a known distance, again the ones with good
spectroscopy, in order to calculate the GSMF for the observations.
It was hoped coming into this work that the deeper VIKING imaging would improve
the accuracy of the low mass end (M∗ < 108 M) of the GSMF. And whilst the statis-
tics, when looking at the lowest mass bins, is still poor there can still be seen a marked
increase in the number density of galaxies at M∗ < 108M. This shows that the sur-
face brightness of objects has had an effect and that there are still more galaxies to be
discovered within the data at these lower masses and luminosities. Below will be a
discussion of issues from the work and general points from the analysis.
One of the main objectives of this study was to determine whether deeper imaging
would reveal more sources at or below the limits of previous studies conducted within
the GAMA survey. Using the VIKING Z-band imaging, which is ∼ 1 magnitude
deeper than the SDSS r-band imaging when compared to the local SED, it has been
possible to show there is a rise in the number density at the low mass end (M∗ ≤
108 M) of the GSMF. It is not, however, a large increase and could be argued that
it has only served to improve the accuracy of the low mass end of the GSMF, as the
‘new’ points still sit mostly within the errors of the ‘old’ GAMA GSMF. It is unlikely
that a significant population of these low surface brightness galaxies are sitting below
the SB limits of the GAMA populations, however the fact is that new systems have
been found, whilst the Z-band does hint towards the idea that there could be more. Of
course this will need improved instrumentation before being a ‘closed’ topic.
This work has gone some way to addressing the issue of surface brightness in galaxy
detection and has shown that low surface brightness objects have affected the com-
pleteness of past surveys within GAMA and presumably others. However one thing
it has not done is given any sort of upper limit to surface brightness effects. The fact
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that new galaxies have been found within the magnitude limits of past surveys based
on their surface brightness suggests that there will still be more to find as improved
search techniques and telescopes are deployed. This hints at the possibility that the
GSMF may continue to rise steeply even past the magnitude limits of this survey. Of
course it would be remise to suggest that the distribution will carry on all the way to
the faintest magnitudes, the fact we don’t know when it stops means that it could stop
rising very soon after the magnitude survey limits given in this work. Therefore, more
work is needed before any upper limits can be applied to this population.
Another main result which can be taken from this work is that the GSMF and GLF at
high masses and luminosities respectively have not changed and show strong consis-
tency with previous results. This is useful as it shows the results are at least consistent
with what was previously known, and that untrue detections have been effectively re-
moved from the survey data at high masses.
The GSMF produced from the survey data can be used in simulations to constrain
galaxy formation, by acting as a tuning mechanism within the simulations. It is still
important to remember that at lower masses the data cannot be seen as complete, and
is an improved lower limit over those produced so far from these regions. Moving
forward it is important to continue the search for these systems by improving surveys
and technology so as to push to deeper magnitudes and uncover new LSBGs.
Chapter 4
Detecting VIKING LSBGs
Using a specially designed algorithm on SDSS data in Chapter 2 it was shown that
imaging, if treated properly, could be used to push detection limits to search for hidden
LSBGs within them. Therefore, using the same method on deeper imaging should turn
up more of these elusive galaxies. It was also shown in Chapter 3 that the VIKING
Z-band imaging was about one magnitude deeper than SDSS r-band imaging, meaning
more objects were detected when standard detection techniques were used on VIKING
mosaics produced by GAMA.
This Chapter will detail a pilot study, using the VIKING data mosaics and the same
method developed and employed within Chapter 2 to push deeper into the GAMA
fields to detect more undiscovered LSBGs, and to determine the possibility of using
the algorithm on the entirety of the three GAMA fields in VIKING. There are some
differences, the number of bands with a similar signal to noise at the start is 2 (Z & Y)
compared to the SDSS’s 3 (g, r, & i), and the fact that the images being used are the
mosaicked images produced by GAMA and not the original raw images produced by
the VIKING survey.
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Region RA DEC
G09 131.5 2.25
G12 177.0 -2.0
G15 214.5 2.0
Table 4.1: The central coordinates of the cutouts used in the pilot study. The area of each cutout
was 0.25 deg2
4.1 Images
As already mentioned in Chapter 3 the GAMA team have produced large mosaics of
each region for each band. Background subtraction is employed across the entirety
of each mosaic using a mesh1, and each image has its Zero Point set, in the case of
VIKING this Zero Point is 30. The mosaics were not used in Chapter 2 for a num-
ber of reasons, however the most prominent of those being that SDSS had produced
specialised pixel masks for the SDSS files which could not be effectively used on the
mosaics, therefore the decision was taken to not use the mosaic for that study.
For this pilot study, a 0.5 × 0.5 deg2 region has been chosen from each field. It can
be seen in Figure 2.8 that the majority of the discovered LSBGs in the SDSS imaging
were found in and around densely populated regions of the fields when considering
galaxies with z < 0.1. Therefore to improve the chances of detecting new galaxies,
the cutouts used have been determined based on a similar idea, of focusing on the
denser regions of the images. This is where the mosaics become very useful as it is a
fairly simple task to extract the relevant regions from the image using a simple cutout
tool. The regions chosen were defined as described in table 4.1.
4.1.1 Image Reduction
Creating suitable images for detection was a more straight forward process than when
using individual frames, as the areas are already aligned to each other, so coadding is
simpler. For this study the Z and Y frames are used from VIKING as these have the
1The size of the mesh is determined separately for each survey. In the case of VIKING images, the
mesh size used was 256× 256 pixels.
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Filter m Counts σ Weights (ω)
Z 18.95 26419 9.5 - 20 1
Y 18.87 28434 21.2 - 41.9 0.21-0.25
Table 4.2: The filter, apparent magnitude (m) as compared with an i-band magnitude of 19.0,
the range of signals calculated for the different images (Counts), noise (σ), and the range
of weightings (ω) to be applied to the images. The counts are calculated using an i-band
magnitude of 19 mag, and are included to show the spread in counts across the images due to
different conditions based on the night the image was taken.
better signal to noise ratio (SNR) for low-redshift galaxies. After Y , the SNR of the
other three frames is significantly lower such that including these frames would result
in negligible improvement. Before the images can be coadded they must be weighted.
Using the same method as outlined in chapter 2 it is possible to weight the images.
Figure 4.1 describes the median colours of the low mass GAMA galaxy sample used
in Chapter 2 compared to the i-band. Applying these colours to the Z and Y bands,
using the same arbitrary magnitude in the i-band (19th mag) gives the magnitudes
shown in Table 4.2, the i− Z colour is measured at ∼ 0.055 and the Z − Y colour at
∼ 0.080, this gives the relative magnitudes used to calculate the weights for the images
as in the method described in Chapter 2. The calculated weighting values are shown in
Table 4.2. A pixel map also had to be created in order to mask the images in the same
way as the original method. As no mask files currently exist for the VIKING imaging
they needed to be created using SExtractor. SExtractor gives the user the option of
creating and saving the segmentation map, this is a map of ‘detected’ pixels which the
program then uses to define ‘detected’ objects. It is possible to take this map and use
it as a pixel map on the image regions, thereby masking any detected pixel in a similar
way to the original method.
Now that weighting factors and masks have been applied to the images smoothing
must take place. Again, similarly to the method in chapter 2, a kernel of diameter 7
pixels was used as the pixel sizes between SDSS and VIKING are fairly similar, 0.399′′
pixel−1 and 0.339′′ pixel−1 respectively, this means that the relative size of the kernel
on the sky is approximately the same. How the images change over the course of these
corrections are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Top panel shows the i - Z colour distribution of the GAMA low mass sample
with a median colour of 0.0548. Bottom panel shows the Z-Y colour distribution of the same
sample with a median colour of 0.0798. Each of these metrics were used in the calculation of
the weights of the corresponding images.
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Figure 4.2: These panels show how the image files are affected through the processes described
in § 2.2. The top left panel shows the initial image file of the field in question. This particular
image is from the G15 region centred on the coordinates shown in table 4.1. The top right
panel is this same field after masking of known sources detected using the pixel map created
using SExtractor run on the Z-band imaging. The bottom panel shows the field after smooth-
ing and coadding has taken place. This brings out the low surface brightness features around
the brighter detected objects within the field and gives a good representation of the challenges
faced when trying to detect LSBGs in the field. There were no confirmed LSBGs in the shown
field.
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This method, when applied to the SDSS imaging in Chapter 2 led to an ∼ 1 mag
arcsec−2 improvement over the SDSS pipeline. The VIKING imaging using SExtrac-
tor was at least as deep as this because the LSBGs were detected. Using the masking
and smoothing technique on the VIKING data, we expect 2 mag arcsec−2 improve-
ment over the SDSS imaging and pipeline (for a low-redshift SED).
4.2 Object Detection
Before continuing it should be noted that the full area searched in the original method
in Chapter 2 was some 180 deg2. In this pilot study three regions of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ were
cut from the three equatorial regions of the GAMA survey. This means that in total for
the pilot study an area of 0.75 deg2 is being searched, which equates to ∼ 0.4% of the
original search area. Therefore it would be expected that the total number of detections
before cutting would be in the order of 1000’s of detections, and that one might expect
to find 1 - 2 of the catalogued LSBG sample on average, but many more than that if
the number of LSBGs increases significantly when probing a magnitude fainter in SB.
This is of course only an estimate and will be mostly affected by the quality of the
imaging in VIKING. Whilst the overall surface brightness limit has improved in the
VIKING images, especially when compared with a ‘universal’ SED as shown in Figure
5.1, the number of imaging issues seems to have increase as discussed in Chapter 3,
this has an impact on the ability to distinguish between artefacts and genuine LSBGs,
and reduces the effective area of the search.
In order to attempt to increase the likelihood of detection the search areas were chosen
based on the distribution of objects within the same redshift range as that explored in
Chapter 2. This increases the chances of detection based on the idea that most objects
in the Universe tend to be found in higher density regions (Press & Schechter, 1974;
Bahcall, 1988; Alpaslan et al., 2014).
Similar to the method used in Chapter 2 a SNR> 5 was used in an attempt to detect any
objects which may have been hidden by the noise in the original images. Any pixels
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detected through this method were grouped based on their proximity to one another. If
pixels are touching in any direction they are considered to be part of the same object,
meaning that like in the original search one will end up with single pixel detections
within the smoothed image. This returned ∼ 1500 detections across all images, which
is a similar number to that expected from scaling the search area down from the three
equatorial regions in the GAMA survey.
In an attempt to cut the number of detections it was decided to use another of the
methods used in the original study. By analysing the number of masked pixels near
the object it should be possible to remove some of the detections which are too close
to the parent object. In an attempt to define what this number should be for the study
the percentage of masked pixels within a 50 and 100 pixel radius of the centre of the
detection is calculated and the distribution compared to that of a random distribution of
the same size apertures over the same image fields to determine how likely an LSBG
would be to appear within the LSB halo of a larger object. As can be seen in Figure 4.3
the natural cut for this test would be at approximately 20% - 30%, based on a random
sample of 30000 positions. This gives a total number of detections to visually inspect
of 24− 110.
The distribution shown in the top panel of Figure 4.3 has a wider peak than its equiva-
lent, the bottom panel in Figure 2.4. This is due entirely to the larger number of pixels
being masked on average in the VIKING images compared with the SDSS images.
On average across the whole survey ∼ 7% of pixels are masked in the SDSS im-
ages, whereas in the VIKING images this increases to ∼ 10% of pixels being masked,
widening the peak of the distribution. This also places a larger proportion of objects in
the LSB halos of larger objects. Some examples of the detections are shown in Figure
4.4.
Through the visual inspection no objects were found at the coordinates detected through
the algorithm. It should be noted that the method of cutting the number of objects down
using the number of masked pixels within a certain radius from the centre of the ob-
ject would be used in a full roll out of the detection algorithm to the whole VIKING
dataset, it is only because of the small number of detections that this method was not
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Figure 4.3: Top panel shows the distribution the percentage of NaN values within 50 and 100
pixel radius apertures placed randomly within the three regions used for the analysis. A total of
30000 random apertures were placed in the images to obtain a statistically significant sample
for comaprison to actual detections. The bottom panel shows the distribution of the same
apertures placed around detections from the three pilot regions.
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Starlink GAIA::Skycatg12_177.14269_-2.2300111.fits
rpw Mar 07, 2017 at 21:11:32
Starlink GAIA::Skycatg09_131.59777_2.1216715.fits
rpw Mar 07, 2017 at 21:12:36
Starlink GAIA::Skycatg09_131.74803_2.0259390.fits
rpw Mar 07, 2017 at 21:13:01
Figure 4.4: The images shown here are taken from the detection pipeline deployed on the
VIKING data, which was based on the method explored in Chapter 2. The detections are
always in the centre of the frames above. They clearly show some of the issues which were
found across the imaging which seemed only to cause issues when trying to detect. If these
could be effectively dealt with through accurate masking or some other means then it is likley
the images would become more easily searchable.
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fully utilised.
It could be that there are no LSBGs to find in this area of the imaging which were
not already detected using SExtractor. There is also the possibility that the objects are
‘hiding in plain sight’, they have been detected but not properly classified by the de-
tection algorithm. There were also some issues with the imaging, identified in Chapter
3 which may have had an effect on the overall detectability of LSBGs in the imag-
ing, such as a too harsh background subtraction when the mosaics were created, or
imaging issues, also mentioned in Chapter 3, such as persistence or ghosting causing a
reduction in the overall quality of the images being searched.
That being said this method still produced images which showed LSB artefacts around
bright objects which gives validity to the claim that the method should work when
applied to the GAMA area as a whole as imaged in VIKING. This however is out of
scope for this work.
4.3 Conclusions
No extra LSBGs were found through this pilot study, however this does not mean that
the objects are not there to be found. This places an upper limit on the number of
LSBGs to be found using this method. A detection of zero is equivalent to a 95%
upper limit of 3. That is given a mean value of 3 per 0.75 deg2, we would obtain no
detections, 5% of the time.
The true test of the pilot study was to show that it was possible to use the same method
as that used on the SDSS imaging to treat the VIKING mosaicked images in such a
way as to find LSBGs. It had been a hope of this study that the image quality problems
noted in Chapter 3 could be overcome through careful application of weighting and
smoothing to improve the SNR within the image frames to make the discovery of hid-
den LSBGs easier. This is the case in areas that are sufficiently free of aberrations. The
improvement in the images from coadding 2 frames, Z & Y , from VIKING yielded an
increase in the surface brightness limit of ∼ 1 magnitude when compared to the limit
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achieved by the detection run from SExtractor. This would be more than enough for
detection of LSBGs in the frames. Rolling this method out into the rest of the imaging
should yield the discovery of more of the galaxies.
The majority of the problems with the imaging in the VIKING data set were explored
in Chapter 3. An issue was the background subtraction also described in §3.1.1, this
may have been done using a mesh size which was too small and ‘over-subtracted’ as
it appears to have caused some issues around bright sources, as shown in Figure 4.5.
This should not affect the entire survey though it will limit the effective search area of
the GAMA regions significantly.
In this pilot study the method presented in chapter 2 was utilised to search for LSBGs
which could not be detected using other techniques. Two frames, Z & Y were coadded
and weighted, masked and then finally smoothed to bring out any hidden LSBGs in the
images. Again similar to chapter 2 a cut of 5σ was applied to the smoothed images to
identify any pixels with a high enough signal to noise to be considered a detection.
After clumping the detected pixels into candidate objects, constraints were applied to
the candidate objects, which removed most of them as erroneous detections such as
extended wings of bright stars and galaxies which were not masked out by the original
masking. After a final visual inspection of the remaining detections it was discovered
that there were no new galaxies in the searched area of the VIKING images. This
has placed some constraints on the number of detections we would expect to find in
the VIKING imaging and means one would expect to detect between 0 and 700 new
galaxies in the imaging. However, even with 700 new detections, this would not have
a significant effect on the number density of low-mass galaxies if the new detections
are spread over a range of redshifts to z < 0.2 as is likely the case for the new SDSS
detections (see Figure 2.10), for example. Therefore the GSMF at lower masses is
likely nearly complete.
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Figure 4.5: The image shown describes some of the issues caused from the mosaicing of the
VIKING fields and the subtraction applied to the fields during the swarping process. Clear
joins can be seen in the imaging which have caused issues within the detection algorithm. This
is taken from the G09 field which was an area with few of the issues of other area.
Chapter 5
Future Work
5.1 LSBG Follow Up
The work on the 343 galaxies identified in Chapter 2 is not complete as the galaxies
are still without accurate distance estimates. Using the methods from Chapter 2 we
have shown that several of these systems may sit at low redshift, however due to large
errors in the photometry, it is necessary to take redshift measurements for the objects
to determine accurate distances. This is best achieved through spectroscopy as photo-
metric redshifts would also provide little in the way of accuracy due to the large errors
inherent in the method. With well defined distance measurements it will be possible
to fit the systems into the current model for the formation of the Universe, which will
help in our wider understanding of galaxy formation.
To this end several of the galaxies discovered in Chapter 2 have been included as part of
a proposal to the southern African large telescope (SALT; Buckley, Swart & Meiring,
2006), to obtain spectra for the galaxies and therefore distances.
Throughout this study LSBGs have been a central theme in the work and results pre-
sented, and whilst constraints have still not been placed on the number of these galaxies
likely to be in the local universe, it has added to the overall census. The pilot study
has also shown that there appears to be a reduction in the number of galaxies which
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might be detected, this hints to the idea that the GSMF is near completion in the lo-
cal universe As stated above not much can be said about the new detections presented
within this work until further follow up of individual systems has taken place. Until
then the search for missing LSBGs will likely continue. This is important for the field
of galaxy study as a whole as it is useful to get a complete census of these systems for
comparison with simulations. It is important, as it is one of the remaining frontiers in
delivering a complete census of the galaxy population.
5.2 Future measurements of the GLF and GSMF
The GAMA survey has produced some important results in our understanding of how
the Universe around us formed. It is the most complete redshift survey to date, but
like all big surveys it lacks the capability to really explore the low surface brightness
regime. This means that whilst the high mass end of the GSMF and the bright end of
the GLF at low redshift are complete, the low mass and faint end of the two functions
are far from complete. Low surface brightness effects stop surveys from truly exploring
the full regime of galaxies within the volume they are exploring.
The work within this thesis has pointed to one solution of this, by employing better
telescopes, detectors and techniques to explore fainter magnitude limits then it may be
possible to further improve the completeness of low mass systems. The VIKING imag-
ing has already shown how much better it is at finding LSBGs as a large number of
new galaxies have been added in that regime just from a fairly standard analysis of the
data.This is due to the improvement in the depth of the imaging over the SDSS imag-
ing, as seen in Figure 5.1. Some improvements in the sky subtraction and mosaicking
could help to reduce the number of artefacts at the seams.
As can also be seen from Figure 5.1, KiDS data has also improved the depth which
can be reached with large surveys. This survey can also be used to carry out further
searches for LSBGs within the field, and is likely to improve the understanding of the
number density of these low-mass low-redshift systems greatly. By gaining a more
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Figure 5.1: The improvement in the limiting magnitude as compared with the low redshift SED
between SDSS, VIKING, KiDS, and ukidss is shown. These were produced by placing 2.5′′
radius apertures randomly across all three survey areas produced from the survey data from the
four surveys. This is what produces the three different lines for each survey. The improvement
by moving onto the KiDs and VIKING imaging is obvious with the improved depth each gives.
detailed understanding of where the GLF and GSMF may turn over at low masses will
help in the understanding of processes which may suppress them. Currently there is
little constraint on when this turnover may occur below the limit of 108M.
It was however found that there is unlikely to be a large population of LSBGs hiding
below the SB limit of the original GAMA catalogues. This is seen most keenly in the
apparent magnitude distribution of the objects found in Chapters 2 and 4, but also in
the small gains in the number density measurements of Chapter 3. Whilst the number
in the bins did go up it was still within the errors of the old points.
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5.3 Future Surveys
GAMA is due for a final data release at the end of 2017. However, with further sur-
veys coming online, it will be necessary to carry the work of GAMA on throughout
a new era of searches. The Wide Area Vista Extragalactic Survey (WAVES; Driver
et al., 2015) is a new survey based on expanding the work of GAMA. This will be a
survey split into two parts, WAVES-Deep and WAVES-Wide, which is set to collect
spectroscopy on ∼ 2 million galaxies to a magnitude of r < 22 mag. WAVES-Wide is
set to cover an area of ∼ 750 sq. deg. to a redshift of z < 0.2, and will be integral in
determining a more accurate measurement of the number density of galaxies to a lower
limit of M∗ ∼ 106M. This will give a good idea on the constraints to be applied to
simulations to be able to fully test theories of low mass galaxy formation.
Other than deep surveys, telescopes such as the Dragonfly Array as mentioned in sec-
tion 1.6.1 are being built to specifically fill the need of detecting these LSBGs in the
Universe. Telescopes such as these can be used to carry out surveys specifically for
LSBGs. However due to the relative ease of finding satellite LSBGs around large
nearby galaxies, compared to detection in the field, the current focus of the Dragonfly
telescope array in particular is to survey these galaxies first before considering looking
for galaxies in the field through a large area survey.
As field LSBGs are likely to have had a very isolated formation history and low star
formation rate, they will still be gas rich. Therefore H I surveys of the local Universe
will likely uncover more of these systems with the added benefit of being able to ob-
tain the redshift simultaneously, removing the need for some of the corrections in the
determination of the GSMF. Obtaining masses from the H I measurements will also be
possible using these intruments, again increasing the accuracy of measurement at the
low mass end of the GSMF. Telescopes such as the Square Kilometre Array (SKA,
Carilli & Rawlings, 2004), and surveys such as the Deep Investigation of Neutral Gas
Origins (DINGO; Meyer, 2009) will help push our understanding of the overall popu-
lation of these galaxies.
WEAVE is a next generation survey facility for the William Herschel Telescope (WHT)
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(Balcells et al., 2010). Based in the Northern hemisphere it will provide optical and
spectroscopic support services for several new large scale surveys. Several of these
could be used to find or confirm the presence of LSBGs in the local universe and around
the Milky Way. For searches of systems around the Milky Way the collaboration and
follow up of Gaia (Prusti, 2011) sources will yield ultra faint dwarf satellites. Follow
up of sources can be carried out using APERTIF (Verheijen et al., 2008), which will be
deployed on the Westbork Radio Telescope, which will measure H I sources out to a
redshifts of z ∼ 0.2. Using the small Integral field units (IFU’s) deployed on WEAVE
would give spectral information on any small, nearby, gas rich, galaxies such as field
LSBGs.
Looking further into the future brings the completion and launch of the Euclid space
telescope (Laureijs et al., 2011). This will be a survey telescope with three instru-
ments which work in the visible and NIR. The main science goal of the mission is to
provide imaging for ∼ billions of galaxies and redshifts for a large proportion of that
survey, which will help in the understanding of galaxy clustering on large scales out to
a redshift of 2. The NIR imager will carry Y, J and H filters, which means carrying
out algorithm searches, like that detailed in Chapters 2 and 4 of this Thesis, for low
redshift LSBGs will be a real possibility. With the Euclid’s low sky background, the
chances of discovering these low mass, low luminosity systems is high. This would
enable good quality morphological studies to be carried out on these systems, which
would enable the growth in our understanding of the formation and of some of the
lowest luminosity systems in the Universe.
Appendix A
Table of LSBG sources from SDSS
Table A.1: a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axis measured in arcseconds of the aper-
ture fit by IOTA, mr and mZ are the r-band and Z-band apparent magnitudes of the measured
objects, and µr is the effective surface brightness as measured with the IOTA.
ID RA DEC a b mr mZ µr
LSB09001 128.9691 -0.0957943 3.4839 2.6692 21.8408 21.8821 24.5936
LSB09002 129.09009 2.361468 2.7996 2.0884 22.8293 22.1117 24.5670
LSB09003 129.27756 0.8226802 2.8844 2.4205 22.2543 21.229 24.5890
LSB09004 129.35783 0.7595266 2.5037 1.9720 22.7923 22.4842 24.5994
LSB09005 129.41878 -1.6270162 6.0633 3.9586 21.2025 21.1259 24.9391
LSB09006 129.45963 1.6240747 5.6902 4.9250 21.522 20.5847 24.9046
LSB09007 129.50839 2.5296433 1.8882 1.6193 23.1208 22.9203 25.0196
LSB09008 129.51918 2.4740963 1.9518 1.3597 22.8143 22.1985 24.3831
LSB09009 129.52092 2.479978 3.5729 2.3249 22.1895 22.1088 24.3595
LSB09010 129.56984 0.6258908 3.2690 3.1882 22.6541 22.2208 25.0388
LSB09011 129.61598 1.6278003 3.0195 2.8554 23.3115 21.4271 25.1555
LSB09012 129.78062 2.1855922 1.3550 1.0572 23.5704 23.0673 24.5818
LSB09013 129.80873 2.1495922 4.7501 4.3810 21.4253 20.7033 25.6001
LSB09014 130.23743 -1.8956712 3.0878 2.5955 21.9971 21.7614 24.4246
LSB09015 130.23872 -0.7973136 2.6779 1.9435 22.1919 21.3356 24.2017
LSB09016 130.33524 1.5544444 3.4216 3.1466 22.0526 21.0246 24.5425
LSB09017 130.35611 1.559922 2.7835 2.2947 22.5085 21.3285 24.7951
LSB09018 130.90485 1.8834378 3.8699 3.4341 22.4177 21.036 25.4470
LSB09019 130.9658 1.898082 3.4413 2.4460 22.0465 21.8194 24.3405
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LSB09020 131.19133 -0.626201 4.0569 2.8533 23.4527 21.5943 24.6668
LSB09021 131.2082 -0.5417988 4.0389 3.1836 22.3345 21.7841 24.4358
LSB09022 131.62434 1.6057427 2.3861 1.7204 22.8885 21.5467 24.5769
LSB09023 131.67816 0.5540369 1.9430 1.4810 22.8808 23.6211 24.6819
LSB09024 131.70927 2.5544965 2.0206 1.5104 23.5808 22.4531 25.3987
LSB09025 131.74373 1.9609236 1.8794 1.7335 23.0595 22.158 24.9193
LSB09026 131.82164 0.0318748 2.3730 1.9435 22.9885 22.4449 24.6022
LSB09027 131.90256 -1.9465204 2.8932 2.0118 22.1521 21.5768 24.3036
LSB09028 131.90715 0.3836737 3.0859 2.0369 23.2325 22.5703 24.9249
LSB09029 132.00081 2.5286186 2.9888 2.4620 22.2552 21.4978 24.4718
LSB09030 132.09196 2.6214356 3.2768 2.6615 22.6536 21.9504 25.0580
LSB09031 132.3307 2.0279646 3.1380 2.3038 22.1112 21.7518 24.3599
LSB09032 132.43839 1.2431616 7.1974 5.7464 20.7033 20.6727 25.1495
LSB09033 132.48506 -1.7177159 2.2674 1.5258 22.4169 22.1619 24.2253
LSB09034 132.5346 -1.1465303 9.2143 4.4846 21.1037 20.5223 24.2151
LSB09035 132.63809 1.6759123 5.8105 4.6113 23.2363 21.2483 24.8774
LSB09036 132.647 1.6729075 3.1300 2.5308 21.8287 21.5672 24.4231
LSB09037 132.81346 0.2577216 10.5486 8.4383 19.989 19.6842 25.6023
LSB09038 132.8455 1.2667147 2.6353 2.1090 22.7068 21.7559 24.8065
LSB09039 132.94164 -1.0513489 2.7940 2.7199 22.036 21.7816 24.6964
LSB09040 133.16144 0.6260146 6.7667 3.5123 21.7448 20.7 25.1670
LSB09041 133.21152 0.8644454 6.3500 3.8309 23.1162 21.0379 24.1901
LSB09042 133.21306 0.8662705 6.8458 5.2644 21.6738 20.4173 23.9770
LSB09043 133.28322 -0.1422893 3.1502 1.9162 22.6819 22.1797 24.4709
LSB09044 133.32228 1.781779 4.7276 2.8541 22.0609 21.3249 24.9416
LSB09045 133.4274 1.1548774 5.4686 3.8521 20.8906 20.9484 24.4357
LSB09046 133.59279 1.7682099 2.6934 1.2957 22.9254 22.1066 24.0952
LSB09047 133.59885 1.7617161 5.7074 3.4198 23.1123 20.9356 23.9738
LSB09048 133.64407 2.5873106 3.5251 2.6447 22.1882 21.1393 24.6005
LSB09049 134.15878 0.4081352 1.7465 1.3953 22.62 22.6395 24.2970
LSB09050 134.16707 -0.4362263 2.1138 1.8273 23.3319 22.8658 25.0760
LSB09051 134.33273 1.3130533 2.5688 1.6314 22.0328 21.8077 24.0225
LSB09052 134.37553 0.5472311 3.3048 2.4004 22.151 21.7018 24.6277
LSB09053 134.5145 1.6115811 2.4655 2.2816 23.0299 21.4726 25.0810
LSB09054 134.58984 2.0320573 1.7513 1.6967 22.5439 21.6711 24.6304
LSB09055 134.65999 -1.2479839 4.0649 3.5619 21.5179 20.557 24.7452
LSB09056 134.72519 2.119218 2.8215 1.8937 22.7109 21.6715 24.5559
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LSB09057 134.7253 2.1220298 2.4359 1.4819 22.9027 22.096 24.3269
LSB09058 134.74567 2.0654442 3.1911 2.2998 22.3148 22.3722 24.9882
LSB09059 134.81429 0.9385294 3.6402 3.2541 23.4686 21.586 25.2253
LSB09060 135.06487 1.698353 4.3513 3.4421 22.2869 21.4004 25.2705
LSB09061 135.06609 0.9048426 2.6566 2.1523 22.379 21.5148 24.6755
LSB09062 135.39142 -1.9454952 1.8313 0.8673 23.8021 23.6738 24.5508
LSB09063 136.04141 3.0091252 3.1024 2.9219 22.1807 21.3307 24.6307
LSB09064 136.18439 1.9427997 5.2891 2.9928 21.5293 20.8289 24.0079
LSB09065 136.5729 1.6134504 2.3338 2.0064 21.3603 21.722 23.8888
LSB09066 137.13354 0.8772332 3.0048 2.6818 22.3457 21.473 24.4394
LSB09067 137.22768 -1.6154053 2.7230 2.4169 22.1606 21.7795 24.5838
LSB09068 137.61453 1.3752298 2.8066 2.4156 23.0627 22.1898 25.2021
LSB09069 137.6503 1.3694515 4.7203 2.7399 22.1457 21.5298 24.0968
LSB09070 137.72789 -1.5410286 2.1440 1.8343 22.5603 22.4758 24.5866
LSB09071 137.757 0.9791696 3.0042 2.4976 22.1904 21.2132 24.3723
LSB09072 137.80484 1.438227 1.9708 1.7987 22.7493 22.0706 24.5362
LSB09073 137.80612 1.4389397 2.4349 2.0076 23.1513 22.6026 25.8752
LSB09074 137.93143 0.3099527 1.6089 1.3502 23.7278 23.2576 25.0408
LSB09075 137.93257 0.3094449 3.2747 1.9803 22.1912 21.7591 24.1166
LSB09076 138.00546 1.7058905 3.0604 1.7821 23.1096 22.8857 25.2233
LSB09077 138.28464 -1.706602 2.6091 1.8320 23.1668 22.0732 24.8016
LSB09078 138.46062 2.2821953 5.1054 2.7712 22.0795 21.6417 24.1988
LSB09079 138.48352 -1.2679889 4.4570 2.9403 21.8191 21.809 24.7770
LSB09080 138.5267 1.5053807 4.0378 2.9260 22.45 21.8434 24.7423
LSB09081 138.52826 1.5054741 2.7052 1.5365 22.7623 22.1851 24.1081
LSB09082 138.56844 1.6155249 6.0701 4.4185 21.3778 20.9135 25.1489
LSB09083 138.67357 2.4148436 3.4337 3.2247 22.6141 21.1735 25.7918
LSB09084 138.7421 1.0007017 2.8915 2.6484 22.5902 21.6669 24.8549
LSB09085 138.74261 1.0013458 3.9447 2.8811 23.1183 21.8923 26.3972
LSB09086 138.91884 2.2210083 2.3338 1.4036 22.9988 22.3447 24.0778
LSB09087 138.94423 2.2148294 2.2021 1.6255 22.2063 22.3669 24.2605
LSB09088 138.98769 0.6306243 7.8799 6.1561 20.9482 20.5399 24.9093
LSB09089 139.10703 0.7560009 2.0704 1.6504 23.4311 22.4382 24.8087
LSB09090 139.11559 0.7544283 1.8981 1.5243 22.9473 22.5411 24.7039
LSB09091 139.20633 0.775165 3.8970 3.7876 24.7379 20.7083 24.6380
LSB09092 139.22705 -0.8472468 2.7010 2.0741 23.5818 21.7876 25.6762
LSB09093 139.2284 -0.7800562 4.4006 3.3669 21.666 21.152 24.3396
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LSB09094 139.36052 2.6827922 2.5876 2.2481 22.2526 22.243 24.6895
LSB09095 139.37987 1.9229083 5.0157 3.2297 21.2741 20.7292 24.3440
LSB09096 139.38275 0.6529995 3.4006 2.9804 22.5586 21.9596 24.5835
LSB09097 139.42352 -0.7028235 1.8153 1.2482 22.8916 22.327 24.2865
LSB09098 139.4405 1.6241711 2.8666 2.5213 22.3611 21.6933 24.4435
LSB09099 139.48991 -1.3613256 4.1892 2.0955 22.4266 21.7735 24.0698
LSB09100 139.5178 0.7065429 2.8547 1.9898 22.368 21.8742 24.4875
LSB09101 139.5301 -0.0804536 1.9485 1.5660 22.1293 22.3286 24.1738
LSB09102 139.63446 1.8534511 1.7987 1.5365 22.8812 22.5354 24.5835
LSB09103 139.66922 1.5397595 4.0856 2.3804 22.5394 22.2491 24.7230
LSB09104 139.76797 -0.208377 2.7432 1.8509 22.308 21.913 24.2487
LSB09105 139.92413 3.0058315 3.6559 2.3711 23.6525 21.8466 24.3888
LSB09106 140.18279 1.426879 3.9908 3.7343 21.7406 21.5936 24.8364
LSB09107 140.23875 0.8548871 2.5893 2.3273 22.7407 21.4478 24.8929
LSB09108 140.32802 1.0559605 3.7968 3.0766 22.0282 20.4465 24.7700
LSB09109 140.63448 1.1391636 2.9318 2.0977 22.5958 21.8674 24.7906
LSB09110 140.76613 -0.0599354 4.8324 4.1426 21.4353 21.4355 25.0707
LSB09111 140.99066 1.4006438 5.7960 4.9720 21.6316 21.1286 25.0856
LSB12112 173.9233 0.205801 2.9741 2.3545 22.5464 21.6778 24.4613
LSB12113 174.17957 -1.0928775 3.4067 1.4008 22.6703 22.8881 24.6058
LSB12114 174.36147 -0.7890107 2.2867 2.1068 22.743 21.0376 24.6668
LSB12115 174.40137 1.5795437 9.2449 5.2165 20.8924 20.6269 24.9688
LSB12116 174.48265 -1.1832247 1.9154 1.7075 22.6147 21.8792 24.5722
LSB12117 174.53708 -1.147327 2.0420 1.8616 22.5799 21.8348 24.7308
LSB12118 174.62082 -2.8892057 2.5543 1.8633 22.7356 22.2415 24.6230
LSB12119 174.77713 1.7734306 5.4499 3.7214 21.025 21.1784 24.5150
LSB12120 174.93382 -1.467522 3.3258 2.1167 21.6137 21.3479 23.9818
LSB12121 175.03545 0.9513121 2.4113 2.2501 22.6872 21.632 25.7813
LSB12122 175.04352 0.9102873 3.4320 1.7364 22.6105 21.7517 24.3133
LSB12123 175.05731 0.967329 2.8448 2.5447 22.4122 21.6379 24.9737
LSB12124 175.1419 -0.5818876 2.1433 1.6628 22.8042 21.9078 24.7361
LSB12125 175.2921 1.7724499 4.2043 2.6174 22.2419 21.4009 25.0097
LSB12126 175.36784 0.9274588 3.3515 2.8032 22.7331 21.5861 24.9786
LSB12127 175.78618 1.252386 3.9941 3.0229 21.8663 20.7158 24.3919
LSB12128 175.88477 1.7603557 3.1843 1.8504 22.6593 21.8728 24.3857
LSB12129 175.90956 1.7273678 3.0232 1.9601 23.1801 21.9125 24.4799
LSB12130 176.49602 0.6523666 4.3286 2.9867 21.9613 21.05 24.8964
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LSB12131 176.72353 -1.6123807 2.3861 2.0859 22.7158 21.1053 25.0629
LSB12132 176.75803 -1.5941678 2.3856 2.1237 22.322 21.841 24.6113
LSB12133 176.83034 1.9986892 10.9619 9.1340 21.669 18.9216 25.0604
LSB12134 176.9922 1.432386 3.3140 2.3243 22.1738 21.4179 24.4761
LSB12135 177.19293 1.2535808 3.5600 2.8673 22.0955 20.943 24.7802
LSB12136 177.33577 -0.3035734 3.3313 1.9308 23.6066 22.3053 24.8614
LSB12137 177.33617 -0.3053225 3.4058 2.0596 22.6343 22.1134 24.8441
LSB12138 177.6101 -1.2572414 2.2847 1.5870 22.9486 22.2838 24.4635
LSB12139 177.62619 1.8526418 2.4599 2.2743 22.3332 21.3011 24.9069
LSB12140 177.65651 1.6073139 3.1859 2.5276 22.6447 21.3474 24.9963
LSB12141 177.89755 1.7597286 3.1051 2.7206 21.5643 21.0069 24.3020
LSB121422 178.07336 0.8470706 3.7494 1.6078 99 23.4863
LSB12143 178.16978 -0.5662372 4.8266 3.1586 22.8708 21.0014 24.7465
LSB12144 178.41335 1.855143 3.2498 3.0256 22.0443 21.2545 24.9401
LSB12145 178.45589 1.6617416 3.1525 2.2757 22.7827 21.6702 24.2650
LSB12146 178.47293 1.7234395 4.2360 2.7059 23.7067 21.5923 24.0050
LSB12147 178.47678 1.7599995 3.5236 1.9121 22.7206 22.0976 25.3672
LSB12148 178.5363 0.5668178 3.7246 2.4293 22.7504 21.7227 25.1615
LSB12149 178.59483 1.2463651 2.7088 1.4369 23.3421 22.6263 24.8971
LSB12150 179.34868 -0.2494439 3.9397 3.2038 21.7565 21.6592 25.3978
LSB12151 179.57104 2.0353901 2.1894 1.9312 22.7918 21.9913 24.9102
LSB12152 179.62598 -1.6185286 2.6060 2.2866 22.6154 22.135 24.7996
LSB12153 179.6332 -1.8577418 5.1130 4.2788 20.9437 20.7148 24.9434
LSB12154 179.7254 -1.2016097 4.0550 3.3242 21.9207 21.2633 25.2500
LSB12155 179.77655 -0.223316 1.8889 1.8367 22.587 22.2911 24.7172
LSB12156 179.93796 1.5709707 5.0330 2.9491 21.8079 21.0581 23.9826
LSB12157 179.99298 0.8694392 4.3812 2.2628 23.7416 21.8459 24.3379
LSB12158 180.0649 -1.0910075 4.0375 3.2361 21.6625 21.3062 24.3126
LSB12159 180.09084 1.6641341 6.2180 4.7826 21.3399 20.5291 24.5418
LSB12160 180.23477 1.2714336 2.3797 2.0077 22.2897 21.8329 24.4680
LSB12161 180.23889 1.2497051 3.8117 2.6043 21.9423 20.5515 24.4190
LSB12162 180.23979 1.2500044 2.7360 2.3824 22.0697 21.6866 24.2376
LSB12163 180.27849 1.7402687 3.1579 2.2754 22.5595 22.1297 24.6685
LSB12164 180.29556 -0.3427207 4.2438 3.0574 21.9778 21.8868 24.5786
LSB12165 180.31091 -0.3904342 3.1982 1.9346 23.0518 22.2488 24.4825
LSB12166 180.4537 0.5013138 2.2947 1.4333 22.4987 21.857 23.9854
LSB12167 180.46867 1.5413707 6.1478 3.7875 22.2195 20.5095 24.1644
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LSB12168 180.58229 0.5963532 7.3095 3.9374 21.51 20.5845 24.2213
LSB12169 180.62883 0.5836311 2.7261 1.7114 22.514 22.2537 24.6101
LSB12170 180.67502 1.6126244 3.6333 2.4127 22.4513 21.5812 25.1804
LSB12171 180.74254 1.6796645 2.4316 2.0513 23.2069 22.7973 25.3099
LSB12172 180.75688 1.7319756 2.8365 1.8016 23.0097 21.9038 24.3127
LSB12173 180.91248 -0.8400798 2.5155 2.3688 22.688 22.3156 24.7452
LSB12174 180.92369 -0.8286511 3.7642 2.9615 23.0026 22.0737 24.9451
LSB12175 181.1209 -1.280674 2.9608 2.4291 23.2085 22.0234 25.3580
LSB12176 181.12163 -1.2811337 1.6419 1.5897 23.283 22.8926 25.1839
LSB12177 181.1599 0.1987569 2.3107 1.7598 22.7207 21.6049 24.4012
LSB12178 181.32521 1.7428979 1.8652 1.2968 22.7006 23.1002 24.1816
LSB12179 181.32837 1.6822639 2.0384 1.7489 22.8645 22.3354 24.8057
LSB12180 181.32903 1.741355 2.4860 1.9278 23.1401 22.3783 24.9420
LSB12181 181.3327 1.7257106 8.1721 7.5726 23.7881 20.0705 25.1946
LSB12182 181.34561 -1.5001056 4.2545 2.7538 22.0502 21.3278 24.8935
LSB12183 181.3454 1.7918327 11.8993 10.5825 20.0905 19.6719 25.1982
LSB12184 181.34644 1.7691823 3.5425 3.4210 22.3812 21.7672 24.8515
LSB12185 181.35828 1.7237722 2.4810 1.5792 23.0603 22.3904 24.5714
LSB12186 181.49654 -1.9934142 3.4890 2.0512 22.2892 21.9351 24.5325
LSB12187 181.50473 2.0089517 4.2901 3.7760 22.8969 22.026 25.0568
LSB12188 181.5146 2.0151854 2.1451 1.9093 22.7955 22.5576 25.1346
LSB12189 181.5163 2.0187263 3.7723 3.0276 23.2263 21.8246 24.5256
LSB12190 181.52672 2.0392444 2.8158 2.4674 22.4591 21.7142 24.7245
LSB12191 181.52946 0.0310497 2.9231 2.7348 22.5541 22.2377 25.4409
LSB12192 181.7427 1.6592497 3.1856 2.8347 22.5002 21.8574 24.9162
LSB12193 181.76764 1.6814373 3.9407 3.1025 22.7708 21.8727 24.5872
LSB12194 181.8006 -0.6729135 1.7911 1.6068 22.9095 22.3777 25.3783
LSB12195 181.86287 0.7062755 2.4294 1.6985 22.9707 22.9744 25.1551
LSB12196 182.0135 -1.4697771 7.8254 4.7470 21.7565 20.5469 24.8403
LSB12197 182.0516 0.6398589 3.8015 1.8830 22.5934 21.3866 24.9194
LSB12198 182.1366 -0.0214293 2.2508 1.6979 23.0982 22.2226 25.1788
LSB12199 182.45735 -0.9658678 3.1232 2.5267 22.0048 21.9464 24.7589
LSB12200 182.65347 1.4475459 5.5006 3.9409 21.5969 21.1131 24.6220
LSB12201 182.82574 -1.9730686 2.6554 1.9387 22.5219 21.865 24.2779
LSB12202 182.82802 1.7124265 3.6965 2.4210 22.3466 22.3328 24.7331
LSB12203 182.83902 1.342883 3.1245 2.5129 22.8863 21.8932 25.1982
LSB12204 183.49693 -0.6315207 3.9527 3.5215 22.7019 21.0208 24.4347
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LSB12205 183.68134 1.3380415 3.1854 2.1166 22.1634 22.0201 24.4138
LSB12206 183.7167 -0.6548752 4.0800 2.7484 21.9198 21.8394 24.4887
LSB12207 183.76077 -0.5481748 3.5106 2.9726 21.6831 20.9607 24.7534
LSB12208 183.96555 0.0054639 2.2193 1.7644 23.3786 22.6406 25.2074
LSB12209 183.9665 0.0074475 1.7590 1.5033 22.672 23.0936 24.5593
LSB12210 184.14024 -1.2544146 2.2763 1.7757 22.1908 22.0894 24.3961
LSB12211 184.20561 1.2457364 4.0698 3.2799 21.6663 20.9255 25.0732
LSB12212 184.24861 1.7189575 3.0016 2.3962 22.4416 22.0071 24.5727
LSB122132,3 184.77385 1.1144433 13.9582 9.1267 22.7709 20.8732
LSB12214 184.81006 -2.0190814 5.2018 4.5830 21.6148 20.8433 26.1027
LSB12215 185.35762 1.2624848 2.3015 1.6540 22.6713 22.3454 24.4750
LSB12216 185.36206 1.2632841 2.7864 1.8035 22.8541 22.115 24.4214
LSB12217 185.47128 1.3389038 4.3113 2.9814 21.4067 21.229 24.1295
LSB122183 185.57948 -2.799344 7.0016 6.8729 22.8493 21.0653
LSB12219 185.61594 -2.493291 2.4074 1.6504 23.2825 21.8679 24.5164
LSB12220 185.78307 1.747889 3.0914 2.7813 22.3237 21.9607 25.0775
LSB12221 185.81627 1.6985523 4.8858 3.7927 22.0245 20.9003 24.9453
LSB15222 212.01245 0.3628651 2.8989 2.3560 22.5402 21.6595 25.1393
LSB15223 212.01396 0.3853621 2.7955 2.2325 23.125 21.8148 24.9832
LSB15224 212.21507 -1.4532537 3.1466 2.7212 23.0597 20.7297 25.2659
LSB15225 212.6163 -0.2938791 2.1025 1.9494 22.7732 21.4903 24.8867
LSB15226 212.85986 1.4047865 3.3408 3.0272 21.42 21.5425 24.5141
LSB15227 212.93446 2.359877 2.0035 1.5720 23.1225 22.8289 24.9671
LSB15228 212.9486 1.3155879 3.7386 2.7693 22.4551 21.7557 24.3660
LSB15229 212.95381 2.4460514 3.5167 3.1923 23.0836 21.7839 24.8980
LSB15230 213.0923 2.3291068 2.1747 2.0933 22.0522 21.9321 24.3985
LSB15231 213.12363 1.5703441 1.4974 1.4677 23.1794 22.9777 24.7382
LSB15232 213.26299 1.2982538 5.2169 3.8211 21.2997 20.7831 24.4528
LSB15233 213.34418 -0.81815 4.0969 3.1337 22.0448 21.5342 25.0680
LSB15234 213.3494 -0.8712878 2.1023 1.3088 23.293 23.2237 24.7067
LSB15235 213.35158 -0.8718236 3.9266 2.0693 22.5697 21.8892 24.4485
LSB15236 213.64421 2.5213983 2.4935 2.0181 22.7088 22.4407 24.6181
LSB15237 213.75583 1.751082 5.8232 4.2661 21.6467 21.1992 24.7872
LSB15238 213.78859 2.7727916 2.1625 1.7623 22.2011 22.2554 24.2681
LSB15239 214.23706 1.0575188 5.0011 3.8612 21.7819 21.0805 25.1766
LSB15240 214.25511 -0.1038975 3.0599 2.2411 27.4436 22.5787 24.9931
LSB15241 214.41643 2.723527 3.7849 2.1867 21.8987 21.4594 24.0822
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LSB15242 214.42212 -1.4310743 4.5088 3.0043 21.8114 21.1293 24.4078
LSB15243 214.49028 1.1398729 2.3208 1.7347 22.8981 21.9599 24.5308
LSB15244 215.07664 2.9822013 9.2058 4.1008 21.5831 20.5849 24.0372
LSB15245 215.16891 2.7183402 6.2513 3.8374 21.5009 20.176 24.8624
LSB15246 215.2661 1.8424808 3.2153 2.7613 22.346 21.9349 24.9555
LSB15247 215.45395 2.360148 2.5775 1.4997 23.5057 22.388 24.9587
LSB15248 215.49884 -1.9169383 3.5554 2.8379 22.4413 21.1357 24.9157
LSB15249 215.51984 2.4001007 5.5793 3.9587 21.8653 20.9074 25.4855
LSB15250 215.58328 2.3778696 8.2672 4.3520 20.9581 20.6627 24.6698
LSB15251 215.58316 2.3788528 5.1604 2.8349 22.1976 21.4262 25.0805
LSB15252 215.60982 -0.6347965 2.3066 1.8877 22.9838 22.1365 25.5107
LSB15253 215.6517 2.7481184 4.1599 3.5548 22.0839 21.295 25.3799
LSB15254 215.66957 1.6374352 2.2822 1.4432 22.8263 22.1237 24.2730
LSB15255 215.84384 2.4398584 3.8716 2.7314 22.6528 22.1374 24.9349
LSB15256 215.88019 1.7564328 2.6011 2.1331 22.0983 22.2244 24.4874
LSB15257 215.88058 1.8284869 2.5591 1.8360 22.4326 22.4153 24.4088
LSB15258 215.88113 1.7603627 2.3623 1.4060 22.9045 21.9887 24.5299
LSB15259 215.8812 1.7555268 2.2444 1.7466 22.6654 22.3142 24.4350
LSB152602,3 216.1322 1.925543 6.1683 5.5577 22.966 21.4861
LSB15261 216.31714 1.5095775 3.1076 2.4128 22.4403 21.7946 24.5472
LSB15262 216.38608 1.5288144 4.7918 2.4238 22.0567 21.5589 24.5643
LSB15263 216.46811 1.099148 2.3555 2.2113 22.8809 22.0831 25.0258
LSB15264 216.50253 0.7832083 2.3054 2.1891 23.1359 22.3052 25.1919
LSB15265 216.5263 1.4843765 2.0701 1.7640 22.1344 22.4535 24.3341
LSB15266 216.68579 1.701667 2.8990 1.9269 22.4946 21.7585 24.3685
LSB15267 216.68654 1.6995683 5.2923 4.4750 22.4571 20.7078 25.0473
LSB15268 216.947 0.142472 4.7945 2.9865 22.0412 21.2044 25.4003
LSB152691 216.98161 -1.7907
LSB15270 217.15456 2.112728 3.4753 2.1235 22.528 21.9661 25.1253
LSB15271 217.19711 1.6153454 3.3737 2.2428 22.3417 21.3169 24.5836
LSB15272 217.22205 1.0953273 2.9786 2.5166 22.4922 22.3686 24.7379
LSB15273 217.27626 1.0433937 1.7264 1.5994 23.1226 22.1951 24.9860
LSB15274 217.2868 -1.93128 5.2554 3.0626 21.2961 22.0833 24.2213
LSB15275 217.29424 -1.3773935 1.4001 1.3372 23.2225 22.9446 24.7245
LSB15276 217.30716 -1.5949094 3.6453 2.6207 23.4626 21.8834 25.9408
LSB15277 217.40565 0.9152898 2.4145 2.0242 22.2606 21.5524 24.5473
LSB15278 217.48491 2.5091927 3.6867 2.7736 21.9952 21.4506 24.6959
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LSB15279 217.76918 2.7777164 3.5081 3.3010 21.9747 21.0911 24.6568
LSB15280 217.78322 2.8719597 5.3644 3.7736 21.7746 21.1188 24.8006
LSB15281 217.88286 3.0051112 3.8736 3.3048 22.3014 20.9905 24.4837
LSB15282 217.88359 3.006272 2.3502 1.7318 22.9807 22.2247 25.1456
LSB15283 218.11156 2.757457 5.7043 2.9126 21.0413 20.7476 24.0815
LSB15284 218.47939 1.4447011 5.0788 4.6882 21.2318 20.4658 24.7310
LSB15285 218.89374 2.230398 2.9860 2.2020 22.7634 22.3144 24.7020
LSB15286 218.89958 2.2758565 5.7927 3.8739 23.2974 21.2514 24.2470
LSB152873 218.91776 0.1843939 9.3885 4.6930 22.9608 21.819
LSB152881 218.96835 2.22201
LSB15289 219.0085 1.8360158 2.7384 1.2945 22.6094 22.2699 23.9930
LSB15290 219.04901 -0.6291455 5.2830 3.0928 24.1033 21.8695 24.9439
LSB15291 219.194 2.5529473 3.2830 2.5505 22.3269 21.859 25.0441
LSB15292 219.26688 1.5194068 4.1838 3.5282 21.8473 21.0123 25.0904
LSB15293 219.36504 2.8793623 2.8206 2.6282 21.9988 21.7984 25.1650
LSB15294 219.4219 2.337313 4.1298 3.5499 22.2388 21.9726 24.7609
LSB15295 219.4315 2.3358986 2.3410 1.9091 22.2588 22.0451 24.4361
LSB15296 219.45819 1.3294305 3.8735 3.0764 22.1061 21.3545 24.8036
LSB15297 219.90555 1.9979037 6.8005 4.4626 20.9152 20.9435 24.5143
LSB15298 220.02882 -1.1069613 2.3925 1.7362 22.4974 22.7445 24.4395
LSB15299 220.26273 2.9642181 4.6941 2.5013 22.043 21.6427 24.1395
LSB15300 220.29239 2.2466714 3.3311 2.3078 22.124 21.9357 24.7767
LSB15301 220.40186 -1.4333202 3.1296 2.5543 22.4196 21.9957 24.8943
LSB15302 220.42247 0.456498 2.3335 1.5626 22.5921 22.7848 24.4903
LSB15303 220.44278 1.6378729 3.7992 2.5358 21.734 21.4507 24.4525
LSB15304 220.4465 1.6491683 3.1417 2.0902 22.4841 21.8745 24.2383
LSB15305 220.46707 1.651671 8.7260 4.5641 21.2565 20.2786 25.4519
LSB15306 220.57628 1.6435302 2.5759 1.5448 23.0687 22.1991 24.7366
LSB15307 220.61205 2.2385256 6.4516 4.8088 21.3737 20.5975 25.2818
LSB15308 220.90857 2.1950765 5.2149 3.1358 21.4308 21.1022 24.4723
LSB15309 221.11299 2.9608457 3.9417 3.0817 21.6805 21.1686 25.0622
LSB15310 221.22421 -1.088718 2.9310 2.4425 22.9617 21.5735 25.5695
LSB15311 221.43217 1.767052 2.2421 1.7017 23.1957 22.4674 24.6384
LSB15312 221.44225 1.7013263 3.1709 1.8192 22.2657 21.8336 24.0940
LSB15313 221.44775 2.030775 3.5549 2.5498 22.8185 21.797 24.6678
LSB15314 221.47849 2.0382676 2.5332 1.8853 22.3964 21.6288 24.6213
LSB15315 221.48917 -1.3080446 2.1689 0.9255 23.0021 22.2978 23.7290
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LSB15316 221.49748 2.2284212 2.6476 2.2031 22.5641 22.2624 25.2595
LSB15317 221.49748 2.2284184 2.8166 2.4094 22.4519 22.2503 25.3281
LSB15318 221.6079 1.2898256 1.9954 1.6048 22.7072 22.0904 24.2950
LSB15319 221.66093 2.0068934 4.6155 2.8088 22.2164 21.7818 24.2607
LSB15320 221.75862 1.3366328 3.3449 2.3478 22.6762 22.3859 24.5721
LSB15321 221.77289 2.025102 2.9089 2.5663 22.8627 22.1384 25.0776
LSB15322 221.83115 1.9851593 3.0339 1.8260 22.0824 21.9392 24.5590
LSB15323 222.3539 1.316313 2.2342 1.6611 22.599 22.0638 24.7403
LSB15324 222.52922 2.4952686 3.0989 2.7323 22.9187 22.0582 25.2943
LSB15325 222.53416 2.4948723 3.6279 2.4449 23.0245 21.8779 24.9815
LSB15326 222.60628 2.4770982 7.9614 4.9202 21.1996 20.3628 24.5045
LSB15327 222.6398 1.6344391 2.7906 1.4238 22.5523 22.38 24.4269
LSB15328 222.67342 2.3949728 3.1409 2.7978 23.3191 21.4249 25.4970
LSB15329 222.79291 0.5823522 4.7851 3.7669 22.0545 20.7761 25.0499
LSB15330 222.95473 1.5464424 4.8115 4.7773 21.5156 21.164 25.3233
LSB15331 223.12216 0.5128352 2.7299 2.4651 23.1818 21.5951 25.0747
LSB15332 223.13011 1.5667046 2.6530 1.8687 22.6496 21.6343 24.5128
LSB15333 223.27786 1.3067464 4.1110 2.0644 22.3804 21.6186 23.6786
LSB15334 223.30606 -2.015525 4.1943 2.8873 22.5415 21.9313 24.8084
LSB15335 223.3376 1.2702814 2.6789 2.2412 22.2664 21.9547 24.5388
LSB15336 223.38821 0.9306897 8.4073 4.9475 20.3682 20.2519 24.3769
LSB15337 223.39296 2.6237004 3.0545 2.7246 23.805 22.0389 24.9804
LSB15338 223.39351 2.6212687 3.2029 1.6962 22.5706 22.3449 24.3038
LSB15339 223.39392 2.6257772 3.1044 2.1833 22.3827 21.5402 24.2763
LSB15340 223.4361 1.5238143 3.8430 3.2012 22.1299 21.1157 25.1043
LSB15341 223.45651 1.2934494 3.0296 2.7476 22.0619 21.4904 24.5127
LSB15342 223.47292 2.744899 3.7367 2.2180 22.4655 21.3574 24.5864
LSB15343 223.60176 -1.3043734 3.3827 1.2239 23.0637 22.156 24.6689
1Objects which could not be identified within 5′′ of the centre of the frame using IOTA but which where
confirmed through visual checks.
2These objects were detected in the Z-band however their flux in the r-band was so low that only errors
where returned. These objects have been given the magnitudes from the 5′′ fixed aperture measurement,
and so have half light surface brightness. Even with this change LSB12142 was still not detectable in
the r-band.
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3Objects falling in the wings of the ∆mag distribution whose imaging has obvious imperfections which
have skewed the measurement of the magnitudes.
Appendix B
LSBG images from SDSS search
algorithm
The images in this appendix represent a selection of the 343 objects (123) galaxies
which were discovered through the methods detailed in Chapter 2. Included are those
objects which are large and show promise for future follow up and a random selection
of other objects from the catalogue. Also included are objects which IOTA had diffi-
culty in getting accurate detections All images are produced as 20′′× 20′′ cutouts from
the VIKING Z-band imaging. It is difficult to see each object so all frames are centred
on the central coordinates of the discovered objects. It is also possible to see why IOTA
struggled to get accurate information for all of the galaxies and highlights why it strug-
gled to detect LSB15269 & LSB15288. There is a clear effect from a nearby object in
the image, however it is clear that there is an object in the centre of the frame. IOTA
struggled in these edge cases and produced erroneous results as discussed in Chapter
2.
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Figure B.1: LSB09002, LSB09005, LSB09006
Figure B.2: LSB09016, LSB09018, LSB09019
Figure B.3: LSB09023, LSB09025, LSB09031
Figure B.4: LSB09032, LSB09036, LSB09037
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Figure B.5: LSB09043, LSB09045, LSB09050
Figure B.6: LSB09052, LSB09055, LSB09061
Figure B.7: LSB09064, LSB09068, LSB09069
Figure B.8: LSB09070, LSB09072, LSB09075
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Figure B.9: LSB09076, LSB09079, LSB09082
Figure B.10: LSB09086, LSB09088, LSB09093
Figure B.11: LSB09096, LSB09098, LSB09099
Figure B.12: LSB09104, LSB09105, LSB09106
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Figure B.13: LSB09111, LSB12113, LSB12122
Figure B.14: LSB12124, LSB12129, LSB12130
Figure B.15: LSB12131, LSB12133, LSB12136
Figure B.16: LSB12148, LSB12150, LSB12151
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Figure B.17: LSB12153, LSB12154, LSB12155
Figure B.18: LSB12161, LSB12164, LSB12170
Figure B.19: LSB12171, LSB12172, LSB12174
Figure B.20: LSB12179, LSB12181, LSB12183
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Figure B.21: LSB12186, LSB12188, LSB12193
Figure B.22: LSB12196, LSB12199, LSB12201
Figure B.23: LSB12204, LSB12207, LSB12208
Figure B.24: LSB12211, LSB12212, LSB12213
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Figure B.25: LSB12219, LSB12221, LSB15223
Figure B.26: LSB15225, LSB15227, LSB15230
Figure B.27: LSB15232, LSB15234, LSB15235
Figure B.28: LSB15238, LSB15240, LSB15241
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Figure B.29: LSB15245, LSB15248, LSB15249
Figure B.30: LSB15251, LSB15252, LSB15256
Figure B.31: LSB15259, LSB15260, LSB15261
Figure B.32: LSB15262, LSB15267, LSB15269
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Figure B.33: LSB15270, LSB15271, LSB15272
Figure B.34: LSB15283, LSB15286, LSB15288
Figure B.35: LSB15290, LSB15292, LSB15297
Figure B.36: LSB15304, LSB15306, LSB15309
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Figure B.37: LSB15312, LSB15314, LSB15320
Figure B.38: LSB15321, LSB15323, LSB15325
Figure B.39: LSB15326, LSB15328, LSB15329
Figure B.40: LSB15331, LSB15333, LSB15336
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Figure B.41: LSB15340, LSB15341, LSB15342
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